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I.  WORLD WAR II SLOWS THEN STOPS SKIING IN THE NORTHWEST
World War II started for the United States on December 7, 1941, when Japan bombed
Pearl Harbor and war was declared on Japan and Germany.  The war changed everything,
although it took some time for its full effects to be felt.  Skiing slowed as men went off to war
and women had to deal with war-time living conditions which included rationing of items such
as food, clothing, gasoline and tires. 
Skiing initially continued in 1942, however, as did scheduled tournaments, as described
in an article about the Pacific Northwest Ski Association (PNSA) in the American Ski Annual.
The entry of the United States into the war did not stop skiing, but seemed rather to serve
as a stimulus.  There were more skiers out last winter than before, and we in the PNSA
had more ski tournaments, rather than less.  Many beginners were introduced into the
sport, and ski trains, especially for the recreation of war workers, reached a new group
who inevitable succumbed to the lure of the snowy slopes.1 
The Seattle Times Ski School actually expanded its offerings for junior skiers for the
winter of 1942.  The Seattle Ski Club sponsored junior jumping instruction at the Ski Bowl, and
the Times said with Olav Ulland teaching young skiers the art of jumping, a national four-event
champion may emerge from the “ranks of Ski Bowl-goers.”  Ken Syverson’s ski school
emphasized practicing turns more slowly, improving one’s swing, and “feeling that ‘flow of
motion,’ which is so essential in handling a greater speed with ease, accuracy and gracefulness.”2
 In the spring of 1942, Seattle ski writers asked with the war going on, “what’s to become
of skiing?”  Many old guard skiers will be in the service, although some would continue skiing as
members of mountain regiments.  The rest will wonder how to get to the mountains with gasoline
and tire rationing.  The Pacific Northwest Ski Association (PNSA) planned on a competitive
season at Stevens and Snoqualmie Pass where the highways would be kept open.  Ski clubs
discussed combining to charter buses to take their members skiing, and Snoqualmie Pass clubs
were already getting together on ski problems.   The Rainier National Park Company planned to
be open during the winter of 1943.  Sid Gerber, a ski-equipment manufacturer, was going to knit
all summer so there would be enough merchandise available for skiers.  The Husky ski coach
said Washington would have a powerhouse team next year, and they planned to send its team to
meets by rail.  “All in all, the ski experts agree it’s hard to tell just what will happen next year,
1  “Pacific Northwest Ski Association,” American Ski Annual, 1943, page 166, 171.
2  “Bowl Program, P.N.S.A. Focus on Youngsters,” & “Try the Small Hills First, Scussboomers’ Note:
Control Important,” Seattle Times, November 12, 1941 (page 24).
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but they are leaving no stone unturned in an effort to continue the sport.” 3 
In spite of the successful ski season of 1942, the war was looming and the upcoming
season was uncertain, as described by the PNSA president.
Looking back upon our successful and complete ski season, and then trying to look
forward to next season, I find myself in a quandary.  It is hard to prophesy with any
certainty that there will be any tournaments of major size, at least in the Northwest....The
gas rationing edict may prevent large numbers of skiers from congregating here.  Most of
our skiing areas are accessible only by auto, and the railroads will not be able to handle
increased loads to spots accessible by train.  There will be some skiing, of course, skiers
being what they are.  The few gallons of gas doled out to car owners will be jealously
hoarded for occasional trips, and there will be more joining of forces than ever before, but
when it comes to tournaments, the aspect is gloomy.4
In December 1942, Sun Valley announced that it would close for the duration of the War
on December 20.  Hundreds of persons with reservations for the Christmas holidays were being
notified.  “Scarcity of help, shortage of food, fuel rationing and rail-traffic conservation were
given as reasons.”  The closure forced the University of Washington ski team to cancel its
planned trip to Sun Valley to compete in an Intercollegiate ski meet over the holidays.  It also
forced 500 Seattle area skiers, who had reservations for Sun Valley for the holidays, to change
their plans.  The closure meant the end of three national ski meets planned there.  The closure
affected 625 Union Pacific employees, a ski-instructor staff of ten men headed by Otto Lang, and
1,000 skiers with reservations for the holiday.5
In December 1942, the Office of Defense Transportation ordered railroads not to run
sports specials for the duration of the war.   The Milwaukee Road decided not to operate its ski
train or the Milwaukee Ski Bowl at Hyak the upcoming season so it could commit its resources
to the war effort, and the Seattle Times free ski lessons to Seattle high school students were
canceled.  The Times committed to start ski lessons again once the war was over.6 
In 1942, Webb Moffett and Rance Morris purchased majority control of Ski Lifts, Inc. for
$3,500, which included the Snoqualmie Summit ski area operations.  Skiing continued at
Snoqualmie Summit in spite of the war imposed rationing, and thrived under Moffett’s
3  “Skierita, Ski Clan Will Carry On, Let’s Keep ‘Em Flying,” by Rita Hume, Seattle Times, April 26, 1942
(page 8).
4  “Pacific Northwest Ski Association,” American Ski Annual, 1943, pages 169, 170.
5  “Sun Valley Closes for War’s Duration,” & “Sun Valley Closure Hits U.W. Ski Plans,” Seattle Times,
December 8,k 1942 (pages 24 & 30).
6  “Times Free Ski School Called off for Duration,” Seattle Times, December 29, 1942 (page 21).
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management, who described how the area survived during WW II in spite of gas rationing.
With the outbreak of war in 1941, the future appeared rather dismal. Rainier was set aside
for the training of mountain troops, Mt. Baker was closed for the duration, and, the most
critical problem for everyone was gas rationing. The Tacoma people decided to bow out
and sold the operations at Rainier, Mt. Baker, and Snoqualmie for $3,500. Even the
Milwaukee Bowl, which had been very popular by virtue of the ski trains, had to close
down for lack of rolling stock.  Curiously, it was gas rationing that saved  Snoqualmie. 
People still wanted to ski and they could pool their five gallons of gas a week, jam-pack
their cars, and drive the shorter distance to Snoqualmie. Business quadrupled the first
year, and Snoqualmie grew with more and more rope tows.7
7 Moffett, “A Brief History of Skiing in the Northwest,” Puget Soundings Magazine,1978.
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II. ARMY’S FIRST MOUNTAIN TROOPS TRAIN AT FORT LEWIS AND ON
MOUNT RAINIER IN WASHINGTON
A. ARMY EXPERIMENTS WITH SKI TROOPS BEFORE WW II  BEGINS,
SOLDIERS TRAIN ON MT. RAINIER
Overview of Army Mountain Troops Before & During WW II
The story of the Tenth Mountain Division, and its training facility at Camp Hale,
Colorado, has been told in a number of places.  The Skiing Heritage magazine Fall 1995,
celebrating the 10th Mountain’s 50th Memorial Day, not only contained a number of articles about
the unit’s history, but it listed 34 books that had been published about the Division.  
However, relatively little has been written about the army’s experimentation with
mountain troops before the U.S. entered WW II in December 1941.  Beginning in late 1940, men
from existing army units were stationed at Fort Lewis, Washington, and trained to ski and in
winter warfare on Mt. Rainier.  One article, Mt. Rainier: Gateway to A War, Training the First
Mountain Troops, appeared in the Skiing Heritage edition about the 10th, and contained excerpts
from Charles Bradley’s book, Aleutian Echoes.  A recent essay by Duane Colt Denfeld, “First
U.S. Army Mountain Ski Unit is Formed at Fort Lewis on November 15, 1941,” was published
on Historylink.org, the on-line encyclopedia of Washington history, goes into more detail about
the initial training of army mountain troops in Washington.  Charles McLane’s article  "Of Mules
and Skis" appeared in the American Ski Annual, 1943, included his experiences on Rainier.  
Washington State’s important role in initial training of the Army’s Mountain troops was
recognized in articles in the Skiing Heritage fall 1995 edition:  “Mount Rainier became the
symbol of the birth of the 10th Mountain;” “the exploits of the 87th Infantry on Mt. Rainier in the
winter of 1942 became the instant military mythology of the 87th;” and Mt. Rainier “was to be the
terrain on which, for the first time, the U.S. military got seriously into mountain warfare.”
In the fall of 1940, a full year before the U.S. entered W.W. II, the Army began training
what were known as ski troops and testing winter equipment at Mount Rainier, with soldiers
from existing units - the Regular Army’s Company C, 3rd Division, 15th Infantry Regiment from
Fort Lewis, and the National Guard’s 41st Division from Camp Murray.  When the country
entered the war on December 8, 1941, the 87th Infantry Mountain Infantry Battalion (later
Regiment) was activated at Fort Lewis and trained on Mt. Rainier, becoming the first formal unit
of mountain troops.  The soldiers preferred to be called “Mountain Troops” and not “ski troops.”8 
8  It is important to understand the command levels of U.S. Ground Forces, where the terms used are based
on the unit’s size and command structure. 
A SQUAD is commanded by a sergeant and has 4 to 12 personnel.  
A PLATOON has about 16 to 50 personnel, is commanded by a second lieutenant, and includes varying
numbers of subordinate squads or sections.  
A COMPANY has about 60 to 200 personnel, is commanded by a captain, and includes two to five
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In 1942, the Army decided to expand the number of its mountain troops, and Camp Hale,
Colorado was established as a larger training facility for the mountain troops.  It was located
thirty miles south of Vail, between Leadville and Red Cliff, at an elevation of 9,200 feet above
sea level, where eventually around 15,000 soldiers were stationed.
 
Construction at Camp Hale began in April 1942, and winter warfare training began there
in the fall of 1942.  In November 1942, the 87th Infantry Regiment was transferred from Fort
Lewis to Camp Hale.  In December 1942, the 99th Battalion arrived at Camp Hale, consisting of
native Norwegians, to train for an invasion of Norway, and the army requested that the National
Ski Association provide 2,000 men to train at Camp Hale in three months.  In July 1943, the 10th
Light Division (Alpine) was formed at Camp Hale, (which was redesignated as the 10th Mountain
Division on November 6, 1944, and a rocker was added over the division patch saying
“Mountain,” the first such designation in U.S. military history.)  In August 1943, the 87th
Regiment of the 10th participated in an Allied assault on the Aleutian Island of Kiska.  Unknown
to the soldiers, the Japanese troops had already evacuated the island, and during the foggy
conditions, two officers and nine enlisted men were killed by friendly fire.  This relatively
unknown part of the 10th’s history has been told in Bradley Benedict’s book, Ski Troops in the
Mud.
In the spring of 1944, the 10th was transferred from the Colorado mountains to Camp
Swift, Texas, “for the purpose of whipping it into combat shape,” frustrating the mountain troops
since they were not given any idea of how they would ultimately be used.  In November 1944,
the 86th Regiment of the 10th left for “an unknown port of embarkation,” again without informing
the troops where they were headed, ultimately arriving in Naples, Italy.  In January 1945, the 85th
and 87th Regiments of the 10th left for Italy. In January 1945, the 10th Mountain Division fought
in northern Italy in the Po Valley and Apennine Mountains against German troops, in some of the
country’s roughest terrain, including its attack on Riva Ridge.  The 10th incurred heavy casualties,
subordinate platoons (usually three or four).  
A BATTALION  has about 400 to 1,000 personnel, is commanded by a lieutenant colonel, and usually
includes three to five combat companies and one support company. 
A BRIGADE is commanded by a colonel and is generally configured as either a brigade combat team
(BCT) or a functional support brigade (FSB). A BCT has about 4,400 to 4,700 personnel, depending on whether it is
an armored or infantry BCT. An FSB has about 3,000 to 5,000 personnel, depending on its type (of which there are
20). Cavalry brigades are called regiments.   
A DIVISION has about 12,000 to 16,000 personnel, is commanded by a major general, and includes two to
five BCTs (usually four), an aviation brigade, an artillery brigade, an engineer brigade, and a logistics brigade.  
A CORPS has about  40,000 to 100,000 personnel, is commanded by a lieutenant general, and includes two
to five divisions and numerous support brigades and commands. Corps.
 An ARMY is the highest command level in a given theater of operations and typically has 100,000 to
300,000 personnel. It is an element of a joint command structure—the Army’s component is commanded by a
general. “U.S. Military Force Structure: a Primer,”
https://www.cbo.gov/sites/default/files/114th-congress-2015-2016/reports/51535-fsprimerbreakoutchapter2.pdf.
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including 992 dead and over 4,000 casualties.  When the war in Europe ended, the 10th was to be
used in the invasion of Japan, plans that ended with the surrender of Japan in August 1945.9 
 
     Charles “Minnie” Dole and John E.P. Morgan Lobby War Department To Train Ski       
                                                               Troops
Before the United States entered World War II, one man is usually seen as being
responsible for the creation of army mountain troops, Charles Minot “Minnie” Dole (1900 -
1976), who helped to form the National Ski Patrol in 1939, then become its president.  Dole was
assisted by John E.P. Morgan, one of the founders of the National Ski Patrol and then its
Treasurer, who had worked with Averell Harriman in developing the Sun Valley Ski Resort in
1936.  Dole described his role in helping in his book, Adventures in Skiing.
Dole and Morgan were influenced by the performance of Finnish soldiers on skis who
annihilated two tank divisions after the Soviet Union invaded Finland in November 1939.  In the
Battle of Suomussalmi, which took place on the Karelian Isthmus that was honeycombed with
canals, marshes and frozen inlets, a lightly armed contingent of 11,000 swiftly-moving Finnish
ski troops surrounded a heavily armed Russian force of 50,000, supported by tanks, and trapped
them on a single mountain road.  The ski troops “nimbly kicked and glided through the snow-
laden pines, then encircled the hapless Russians, and either shot them or waited for their food and
firewood to run out.”  Finnish soldiers on skis would attack the Russians with bottles of lighted
gasoline and rifles, “then ski off, unbuckle their skis, strap them on their backs, don ice skates,
and whisk away across the ice.”  Over 13,000 Russians were killed and the Finns seized 43 tanks.
“It’s a perfect example of men fighting under conditions and on terrain with which they are
familiar.” Photographs of Finnish soldiers on skis were widely circulated in the American press.  
A film clip of Finnish ski troops can be seen at;
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/video/news/video-1586562/WWII-video-shows-Finnish-ski-troops-tr
aveling-snow.html.  The following are pictures of Finnish ski troops from Wikipedia.
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
  
9  “History of the 10th Mountain Division,”
http://www.drum.army.mil/AboutFortDrum/Pages/hist_10thMountainHistory_lv3.aspx; “A Tenth Mountain
Timeline,” Skiing Heritage, Fall 1995, pages 10-13.  
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Aertosani, a Russian snowmobile on skis with an attached machine gun,
based on a vehicle developed to deliver mail in Siberia.  Wikipedia.
Dole was initially not concerned about preparing U.S. troops to fight in mountainous
terrain in Europe.  He was worried about German troops attacking the East coast, following the
British route of 1779, down the St. Lawrence River into the Champlain Valley, and saw the need
for American troops able to fight under conditions and terrain with which they are familiar in a
winter environment. 
 Dole and Morgan believed the experience of the Finnish army demonstrated the need for
U.S. ski troops, trained in mountain and winter warfare, and they began lobbying the War
Department for the creation of such a unit.  At first, they met strong resistance from the Army
officers with whom they met, who were not prepared to consider anything outside the regular
military organization. In the summer of 1940, Dole wrote to President Franklin Roosevelt about
his idea, and offered to have the National Ski Patrol recruit skiers for the unit.  In September
1940, relying on their Ivy League contacts to set up meetings, Dole and Morgan went to
Washington D.C. “to meet with War Department officials to try and persuade them on the
necessity of creating a special group of ski troopers.”  They finally were able to meet with Army
Chief of Staff General George C. Marshall, and pointed out the success of German mountain
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troops in their invasions of mountainous Norway and Greece, who were leading a German
invasion of mountainous Yugoslavia.   Marshal committed to forming six, small experimental ski
units, and directed the Army to develop clothing and equipment for mountain forces.  The Army
initiated military ski exercises with small groups of volunteers who became the first Army ski
patrols, training at Mount Rainier, Washington; Lake Placid, New York; Old Forge, New York;
Camp McCoy, Wisconsin; and Fort Richardson, Alaska.  “Morgan remained in Washington
becoming a key person that led to the successful founding of the famous 10th Mountain
Division,” according to his entry in the U.S. Ski and Snowboard Hall of Fame, into which he was
inducted in 1972.  An early New York Times article about the army’s new program was
headlined, “Minnie’s Ski Troops,” over his strong objection.10
Fort Lewis is Selected as Initial Site for Mountain Troops to Train on Mt. Rainier
In the fall of 1940, General Marshal selected Fort Lewis, Washington as a site for the
development of ski warfare tactics and equipment.  Fort Lewis, named for Meriwether Lewis,
consisted of 87,000 acres located south of Tacoma, Washington.  Established as an Army
training camp in World War I, Fort Lewis survived the Army's lean years in the 1920s and 1930s
to become one of the major Army installations in World War II, and it deployed many divisions
into war service.  There were 8,000 men stationed at Fort Lewis in July 1940, which expanded to
37,000 soldiers by the end of the year.  Col. Dwight D. Eisenhower became the fort’s commander
when the war broke out. In 1943, 4,000 German prisoners of war were held at the fort.  In 1944,
Fort Lewis was redesignated as an Army Services Force Training Center, becoming the largest in
the country, and was a separation center at the end of the war.11
One of the benefits of  Fort Lewis was the proximity of Mount Rainier, which could be
used by ski troops for winter warfare training.  The National Park Service website describes the
advantages that Rainier offered the army.
Mount Rainier attracted the military for the same basic reason that it attracted natural
10  Denfeld, “First U.S. Army Mountain Ski Unit is Formed at Fort Lewis on November 15, 1941,” 
Historylink Essay 20483; Dole, Adventures in Skiing, pages 90-111; “Days of Innocence, a training film for a non-
existent outfit,” Skiing Heritage, Fall 1995, page 4; “John E. P. Morgan Dies at 76; Developed Sun Valley Ski
Area,” New York Times, August 24 1971.  
Dole is honored across the ski industry with plaques and other honors. A trail was dedicated in his honor at
Berkshire East Ski Area. Dole was inducted into the United States National Ski Hall of Fame in 1958.  Dole received
an honorable mention in the 1940 American Ski Trophy awards, along with Dick Durrance (who won the trophy in
1939).  Alf Engen, the “Salt Lake and Sun Valley skier” received the trophy from the National Ski Association
which is given to the “amateur who furthest promotes skiing in the United States through sportsmanship and
performance.”  “Elf Engen in Honored,” New York Times, May 13, 1940; “Ski Slopes and Trails,” New York Times,
March 23, 1941 (page 142).
11  “Joint Base Lewis-McChord (JBLM),”
http://www.jointbaselewismcchord.com/jblm-joint-base-lewis-mcchord-info/jblm-history/fort-lewis; Steve
Dunkelberger, “”Fort Lewis Prisoners of War (World War II), HistoryLink.org Essay 5631.
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scientists and tourists: it stood out as an "arctic island in a temperate sea." The vertical
zones that made the fauna and flora of Mount Rainier so diverse and beautiful also made
the area a good place to find terrain and weather conditions which could simulating
conditions in the European Alps and the European winter. Snow and inclement weather
were abundant, and if Army officers found the weather at Paradise too mild for their
purposes, they only had to march their soldiers higher up the mountain to test
cold-weather clothing and equipment under the most severe conditions. Men tested
sleeping bags and snow suits on the summit of Mount Rainier. They did sentry duty at
night wearing a kind of sleeping bag with legs and feet. One party of ski troops made a
circuit around the mountain carrying rifles and 85-pound packs.12
The Seattle Times reported on the initial training of the Army ski troops, beginning in the
fall of 1940, in which local skiers were involved.  Two of the state’s top skiers, John Woodward
and Bill Redlin, played a role in the training of mountain troops in World War II.  Both had been
top racers for the University of Washington ski team and placed highly in regional races.
Woodward finished fifth in the National Downhill and Slalom Championships and
Olympic Team Tryouts held on Mount Rainier in April 1935, where five Northwest skiers were
selected for the 1936 U.S. Olympic team for the Winter Games in Germany, (Donald Fraser,
Darroch Crookes, Ellis-Ayr and Ethelynne (Skit) Smith, and Grace Carter).  The Washington Ski
Club lobbied unsuccessfully to get Woodward named to the Olympic team as well.  Woodward
won a number of regional ski titles thereafter, including the 1936 P.N.S.A. Downhill and Slalom
Champion and the 1936 Northwest Downhill and Intercollegiate Champion, had been captain of
the University of Washington ski team, and competed in Sun Valley’s Harriman Cup.13
In November 1940, the Seattle Times said there was a rumor that the Milwaukee Road’s
Ski Bowl at Hyak might be the training site for special United States Army ski troops, learning to
ski with Ken Syverson Ski School instructors.  “Adding credence to the story is the
announcement that the 3rd Division (Regular Army) and 41st Division (National Guard) were
authorized to purchase skis.”  Syverson had been an assistant to Otto Lang in Lang’s Hannes
Schneider Ski School at Mount Rainier in 1937, and ran the Ken Syverson Ski School at the
Milwaukee Ski Bowl when it opened in 1938, providing free lessons to Seattle high school
students complements of the Seattle Times.  However, the 
‘generalissimos’ found so many middlin’ good skiers in the ranks that they have decided
to skip the idea of signing up a Ken Syverson Ski School instructor, or Maestro Ken
himself, and will depend upon the expert skiers within their own ranks for tutelage. 
12  “WWII Training in Mt. Rainier National Park,” https://www.nps.gov/articles/mtrainierwwiitraining.
13  “Hicks Indorses Adding Skiers,” Seattle Times, September 27, 1935 (page 18); “Woodward Ski
Champ,” Seattle Times, May 18, 1936 (page 27); “Lang to Coach Washington in Ski Technique,” Seattle Times,
November 17, 1937 (page 36);
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Special military ski patrols would be trained in three areas, Alaska, Northeastern U.S., and the
Pacific Northwest.  Volunteers from the regular Army’s 3rd Division, and the National Guard’s
41st Division stationed at Camp Murray, will train exclusively on Mt. Rainier where “one of the
vacated C.C.C. camps up Mt. Rainier will house the ‘military-skiers-to-be.’”14
In late fall 1940, John Woodward was recruited to be a ski and mountaineering instructor
at Fort Lewis, and was called up as a reserve officer. In November 1940, Woodward took 18
volunteers from the 3rd Infantry Division of the 15th Infantry Regiment to Longmire in Mount
Rainier National Park, where they spent six weeks testing equipment and learning skiing and
mountaineering skills, living in a converted garage.  These were the army’s first “ski patrols.” At
the end of the unit’s training, Woodward led his men on a week long trek from Snoqualmie Pass
to Chinook Pass.15
In addition to Lt. Woodward’s team from the 15th Infantry Regiment, 25 volunteers from
the National Guard’s 41st Division had a training camp at a former Civilian Conservation Corps
camp at Ashford, just outside of Rainier National Park, beginning in November 1940.  The
headquarters of the Washington National Guard was Camp Murray, located next to Fort Lewis.
These 25 ski troops from the 41st trained at the same time as Woodward’s troops from the
Regular Army 3rd.  The arrival of the troops on Rainier garnered significant local publicity, as
described by the National Park Service website.
On a November day in 1940, a platoon of the 41st Infantry Division, calling itself the
Military Ski Patrol, arrived at Paradise for a "preliminary instruction exercise,"
accompanied by public relations officers and a photographer from the Seattle Post
Intelligencer. The four--hour visit heralded a full winter of ski training and maneuvers by
a second "Military Ski Patrol"—twenty-four soldiers of the 15th Infantry Regiment, 3rd
Infantry Division, also based at Fort Lewis. These soldiers were quartered in government
housing at Longmire.16
On November 23, 1940, the Seattle Times published a picture of the Army Ski Troops
from the National Guard’s 41st Division training on Mount Rainier, saying “Army to Train Large
Number in Use of Skis.”  The 41st Division Commander said that “training of troops for ski
patrol tactics will be rotated so a large number of men will be schooled in that type of warfare.” 
The first group of soldiers to undergo the new type of training showed off their techniques to
reporters.  “Ordinary bed sheets were used as camouflage to blend the soldiers with the
14  “Ski Soldiers May Drill at Bowl,” Seattle Times, November 13, 1940 (page 27); “Sitzmarks... and
Remarks,” Chick Garrett, Seattle Times, December 1, 1940 (page 24).
15  Denfeld, “First U.S. Army Mountain Ski Unit is Formed at Fort Lewis on November 15, 1941,”
Historylink Essay 20483.
16  “WWII Training in Mt. Rainier National Park,” https://www.nps.gov/articles/mtrainierwwiitraining.
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                   Seattle Times, November 23, 1940 (page 3)
snow...The main body of the regiment would be equipped with snowshoes, which do not require
the same skill and special training as skis.  If fast-moving ski patrols knew the enemy troops had
no such organization, they could perform invaluable service by harassing them at vulnerable
points in hit-and-run sorties.”17
17  “Army to Train Large Number in Use of Skis,” Seattle Times, November 23, 1940 (page 3).
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In early December 1940, the Seattle Times reported on the Northwest’s initial
contribution to the ski troops. Johnny Woodward, 
veteran Northwest skier, former University of Washington team member...and the first
Pacific Northwest downhill winner at Mount Rainier, has been called as a reserve officer
to train the special ski troops not stationed at Longmire, Rainier National Park, in quarters
provided by the National Park Service.  It’s Lieut. John B. Woodward now!
At present there are only eighteen hand-picked men with ski experience from the 3rd
Division, United States Army, camped at Longmire. Lieutenant C. Crawford, officer in
charge informed this department today that between now and January 2, Lieutenant
Woodward would direct the special troops in ski techniques and give them a large order
of cross-country work.  After the holidays they will start studying war maneuvers,
wearing reversible parkas - one side white, the other green - to camouflage themselves in
either trees or snow.  They will wear green gabardine ski trousers but will be equipped
with white overpants for use when working against a solid white background. 
The eighteen soldiers from the 3rd were being trained to qualify as ski instructors over a three
month period, ending February 20, 1941.  Ski troops from the National Guard’s 41st Division
were training at Camp Murray at the same time, and would commute one day each week to
Rainier for snow warfare instruction based on methods used by Finland’s ski soldiers.18
Rita Hume, a Seattle Times reporter, visited Mount Rainier in early January 1941, and
described the ski troops from a feminine perspective.
At Paradise Inn last week-end we glimpsed enough broad shoulders bearing up under the
strain of officer’s stripes to make even a Sun Valley ski instructor take a back seat. 
Saturday night at Rainier found Lieut. John Woodward and Capt. Paul Lafferty of the
newly-formed Ski Patrol Troops enjoying a weekend off from their ski duties.  Johnny
created the first “big excitement” among the skiers with his appointment as a ski
instructor for this romantic detachment of the 15th Infantry...
Definitely professional looking are these ski troops in their forest green downhill pants
and parkas.  (They do a few quick-change tricks too, when occasion demands all-white
ski toggery.)...We certainly will be seeing a few of these men entering ski races at Rainier
this winter.  Five full days of skiing a week doesn’t daunt them!  Come week-ends off
and, like the sailor on holiday, they’re back for more.  No wonder skiers, who if they
could do it, would gladly live season-long at Rainier or Baker...19
18   “Sitzmarks... and Remarks,” Chick Garrett, Seattle Times, December 12, 1940 (page 32).
19   “Feminine Version, Skier Rita Visits Army Skiers,” Rita Hume, Seattle Times, January 9, 1941 (page
21).
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                                                 Seattle Times, January 12, 1941 (page 8)
The Seattle Times published an article on January 12, 1941, “Ski Troops Train on Mount
Rainier, They Cook Own Meals in Snow,” with two pictures of army maneuvers on the
mountain.  One picture showed ski troops crawling through snow on skis with rifles on their
backs, with the caption saying:  “Mount Rainier these days, besides attracting pleasure-bound
skiers, also is the ‘training field’ for these earnest young men of the 15th ‘Can Do’ Infantry, in the
Army’s newest branch - the Ski Patrol.  No trenches needed here.  One good fall into the snow
and a soldier is well buried.  Their parkas are white in the snow.  When they hit forest country,
the jackets are reversed, showing a green color for protective camouflage.  Then men are seen at
firing practice.”
The second picture showed troops cooking over a fire, with the caption saying: “Each
soldier carries his own small heating equipment.  When troops make camp (above) an inverted
toboggan (left) makes a fine table.  Ski poles and skis are used to pitch the tents.  Ordinary tent
poles wouldn’t hold in the powdery snow, Army men say.  In charge of the twenty one-man unit
is Capt. Howard C. Crawford.  Two pounds of coffee makes four gallons for the men - a
welcome warmth at a frosty mealtime.”20
In February 1941, the First Annual National Ski-Patrol Week was held, to focus attention
on “ski-fighting tactics as an aid to national defense.  Gen. George C. Marshal said the patrols’
“knowledge of geography would be of invaluable aid.”  As part of the event, consisting of 17
officers and men who were members of the 3rd Division’s Fifteenth Infantry Ski Patrol troops
20  “Ski Troops Train on Mount Rainier, They Cook Own Meals in Snow,” Seattle Times, January 12, 1941
(page 8).
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from Fort Lewis, began a back country hike “along difficult mountain terrain” from Snoqualmie
Pass to Longmire in Mount Rainier National Park as a test of the mountaineering skills they had
learned that winter. It was led by Captain Paul R. Lafferty, although Lt. John Woodward ended
up taking charge of the day to day orienteering. The trek was covered by the Seattle Times, which
published a number of articles as it received information about the patrol’s progress.  The paper’s
first story appeared on February 17, 1941.  The 3rd Division, Fifteenth Infantry’s Ski Patrol began 
a difficult seven-day trek along the ridge line from Snoqualmie Pass to Longmire, Rainier
National Park.  The ski troops...are carrying full equipment, rations and supplies.  In
addition to his rifle, each man will carry a forty pound pack.  The patrol will execute
problems and airplanes from the 116th Observation Squadron at Fort Lewis will check
movements twice daily.  The patrol will test concealment from the planes and then, after a
prearranged signal, the skiers will break cover and communicate with the planes.
On February 21, the Seattle Times said “Ski Troops Half Way to Pass: Going ‘Tough.’”
The Ski Patrol “was struggling over the most difficult terrain in the state” but had safely reached
Snowshoe Butte, about half way through the trek.  That noon, the patrol was “probably ambushed
by an emergency patrol that was taken by truck to the White and Green Water Rivers to a point
where it could hike five miles to intercept the Ski Patrol at Pyramid Peak.  Capt. Paul R. Lafferty,
who commanded the emergency patrol, said the Ski Patrol was “having a very difficult time in its
seven-day march.  The weather warmed up and then it froze, making an icy crust on the snow
into which the skis of the men would not bite.”  The patrol may end its hike at Chinook Pass
instead of Yakima Park, which would cut a day off the trip.
On February 23, the Seattle Times the Ski Patrol was expected to end its journey at
Chinook Pass, short of its goal, dut to the adverse conditions it experienced on its route.  The
men would be taken by truck to their Longmire base.  On February 24,  the paper said “Don’t
Overlook Ski Patrol.”
If one is inclined to study military problems, let him not overlook the ski patrol which had
been plugging its difficult way through the Cascades.  It is only a small formation of
seventeen men and officers.  However, this is but the beginning.  There will be thousands
more in the same service later on.  Ski soldiers proved their valor and their worth in
Finland.  They might never be needed on this coast but they would find a fine field of
operations in interior Alaska or in interior United States in the winter.  The fact men are
being trained for such work indicates very clearly that the United States is not “passing up
any bets.”
The February 24 paper carried three pictures of the Ski Patrol on its trek through the Cascades in
the same edition, showing the difficult conditions it faced.
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On February 28, 1941, the Seattle Times said there were 3,000 tents for temporary
encampments for the 41st Division at Fort Lewis and the 3rd Division troops at Camp Murray, and
the 3,000 stoves in the tents burned 200 cords of wood a day hauled by eight railroad cars. 
Members of the 3rd Division’s Fifteenth Infantry ski patrol troops from Fort Lewis began a seven-
day trek along the ridge-line from Snoqualmie Pass to Longmire at Mount Rainier, led by Lt.
John Woodward.  The men carried full equipment, rations and supplies, a rifle and had forty-
pound packs.  They were checked on twice a day by an airborne observation squadron from Fort
Lewis, from whom the men hid.  After a prearranged signal, the skiers came out from their cover
and communicated with the airplanes. 
And although the troops at the two camps receive warm food three times a day, the men
who went on the ski trip over the ridge of the Cascades didn’t fare so well, but they didn’t
complain.  The ski trip ended Sunday and although they weren’t hungry, the patrol
members were glad to get back to camp because they had been on the move seven days. 
Because of the high altitude at which the ski troops traveled, they found it almost
impossible to boil food.  They ate powdered egg and ham and other dehydrated food. 
They had macaroni but they didn’t often take the time to prepare it because it required
forty-five minutes to boil.
Despite adverse weather the group faced, no skis were broken and only five ski poles were
broken, some sort of a record according to Lt. Woodward.
John Woodward, who was one of the leaders of the Ski Patrol’s trek, was interviewed in
2001, by Lowell Skoog, which appears on Skoog’s website, Alpenglow.org.  Woodward said the
15th’s last maneuver was a six or seven day hike along the crest of the Cascades from
Snoqualmie Pass that reportedly ended at Chinook Pass, but after consulting a map, Woodward
concluded the trip ended at Naches Pass, south of Crystal Mountain.  Captain Paul Lafferty led
the trip.  He was using prototype skis that were too stiff to float in skis, developed severe shin
splints while he was carrying a 65-pound pack, and had to leave the trek.  Since Captain Morgan
didn’t know much about navigating, Woodward was put in charge.  Navigation was difficult and
trail blazes were often buried.  They had topo maps but the mountain crest was forested and had
many branches, so it was easy to stray from the main divide onto a spur ridge.  They experienced
hard spring snow and “we had a heckuva time making the turns.”  They were told to hide their
tracks from an airplane that would look for them, which they didn’t believe was possible since
the terrain was so rugged and heavily forested.  They carried ground-to-air signaling panels and
were surprised when the airplanes were able to spot the patrol.21
21   “Ski Patrol Begins Long Mountain Trek,” Seattle Times, February 17, 1941 (page 3); “Stress Lain ON
Ski Troops,”  Seattle Times, February 20, 1941 (page 19); “Ski Troop Half Way to Pass; Going ‘Tough,’”  Seattle
Times, February 21, 1941 (page 14); “Ski Patrol May End Tonight,”  Seattle Times, February 23, 1941 (page 4); 
“Speaking the Times,”  Seattle Times, February 24, 1941 (page 6);  “Strolling Around the Town,” Seattle Times,
February 28, 1941 (page 10); Skoog Interview of John Woodward on Alpenglow
http://www.alpenglow.org/ski-history/notes/comm/woodward-john;.
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In March 1941, Lt. Woodward was temporarily assigned to the 41st Division Ski Patrol,
and he led them on a two-week, 40-mile winter expedition across the Olympic Mountains from
west to east, according to Denfeld. 
         J  o  h  n   W    o  o  d   w   a  r d    D  e  scribes his Experiences With the Ski Troops of the 15th & 41st 
John Woodward was interviewed in 2001, by Lowell Skoog, a Seattle back country skier
and mountaineer, and appears on Skoog’s website, Alpenglow.org.  Woodward described his
experiences with the 3rd Division of the 15th Infantry ski patrol and the 41st Division that trained
on Mount Rainier, and the Tenth Mountain Division that later trained in Camp Hale, Colorado. 
Woodward provided personal insight about the army ski troops, and details that did not appear in
the public record.
Woodward entered the army around December 1, 1940, as a lieutenant. joining C
Company of the 3rd Division, 15th Infantry Regiment.  It was commanded by Howard Crawford
who was not a skier so he did not participate in the field training.  Captain Paul Lafferty was an
experienced mountaineer and led the patrol when it was in the field.  Two of the 15th’s most
experienced skiers, Walter Prager and Ralph Bromaghin, arrived after the ski patrol completed its
winter training in 1941. Prager had won the Arlberg-Kandahar race several times, considered to
be the world championship, so he was “the top skier in the world at that time.”  Bromaghin had
been a ski instructor in the Northwest and at Sun Valley.   Both were in an army training film
made in 1942, but not the film made in  by Otto Lang in 1941, that included four mountain
troops (including Woodward), along with four Austrian and Swiss ski instructors from Sun
Valley.
 The 41st National Guard Division created a ski patrol at the same time as the 15th,
commanded by Lt. Ralph Phillips.  Most of the men of the 15th Infantry ski patrol had not skied
before - Woodward and Lafferty had to teach them. Most were from the Midwest and had
backwoods experience.  The 41st National Guard Division was made up mainly of men from the
Northwest who were selected for their skiing ability.  When the 15th finished its training in March
1941, Woodward was temporarily assigned to the 41st Division because he had slightly more
backwoods experience than other members of the patrol.  The 41st had already completed its
training, so Woodward’s time with the unit was spent mainly on longer trips.  He was the only
person to go on the long trips done by both units.
The Army had little experience with ski equipment in 1940.  Ski patrols were asked to
purchase civilian gear and fill out questionnaires to tell the army what worked best.  Boots were a
big problem.  The soles on civilian boots would tear off when a soldier fell with a full pack. 
Their first boots had Tricouni nails that were only good for ice climbing.  Bramani soles were
just coming out and the army mountain boots eventually used them.  All of the skis used had
metal edges.  The 15th used a rucksack made by Ome Daiber, a Seattle-area mountaineer, that had
a metal tubing frame.  The one used by the 41st had a rattan frame that was better for civilian use,
but couldn’t be thrown out of a truck like a metal-frame pack.  Woodward and Daiber
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experimented with a foam rubber pad for sleeping, which worked well, but the Navy had priority
on rubber and the army couldn’t get enough for their use.  Mountain troops made bough beds on
maneuvers.  Daiber’s Penguin sleeping bags were great for sentry duty but too bulky for combat. 
Ski patrols used one-man tents that could be zipped together to create a common area for cooking
and moving around, and worked well for sleeping.  The army’s two-man tent was heavy and
cramped.  The tents were water-proofed which was fine in summer but would get frosty inside in
the winter. 
Although publicity about the mountain troops in 1941, only mentioned a few long ski
maneuvers, the 15th and 41st did quite a few that Skoog discussed with Woodward. 
      Dec. 1, 1940,Woodward joins Army, 3rd Division, Company C, 15th Infantry                 
                            Regiment    
    Jan 30-31, Paradise to Ohanapecosh ski trip, Mt. Rainier (15th)
    Feb 6-7, Paradise to Ohanapecosh ski trip, Mt. Rainier (15th)
    Feb 10-14, Sunrise to Mowich Lake ski trip, Mt. Rainier (15th)
    Feb 17-23, Snoqualmie Pass to Naches Pass ski trip (15th)
    Feb 28, 15th Infantry leaves Longmire
    Mar 3, John Woodward is temporarily transferred to 41st Division
    Mar 4, 41st Division arrives at Longmire
    March, Indian Henry's Hunting Ground ski trip (41st)
    March, Quinault to Dosewallips River ski trip, Olympic Peninsula  (41st) 
    March 31-Apr 4, Ohanapecosh to Tieton Reservoir ski trip, Mt. Rainier, five or
six days (41st)
    April 8-13, Deer Park to Elwha River ski trip, Olympic Peninsula, about two
weeks (41st)
    April 13, Beginning of Seven Lakes Basin ski trip, Olympic Peninsula (41st) 
The 15th and 41st circumnavigated Mount Rainier several times, traveling at altitudes
between 4,000 and 7,000 feet, and did several shorter trips around Paradise.  The men’s packs
were considerably heavier than 30-35 pounds.  They carried shelter halves, sleeping bags and
rifles but no ropes.  They climbed up to Camp Muir several times from Paradise.  Woodward’s
memories of the 15th’s last maneuver, its seven-day trek from Snoqualmie Pass to Mt. Rainier,
appeared previously.
Woodward and Lafferty felt guilty “because we were doing what we liked so much that
we thought, ‘Gosh, this is duty?’  After we made the trip down the crest of the Cascades, a lot of
my friends said, “Boy we’ve been talking about doing that for years and now you get the army to
pay you to do it.  That’s a dirty trick.’” Woodard and Lafferty would head up to McClure Rock
on Rainier on Saturday nights to camp out and test equipment.  “They felt less guilty after putting
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in extra work this way.”22
B. 87TH MOUNTAIN INFANTRY BATTALION IS FORMED IN LATE 1941,
BECOMING THE FIRST FORMAL MOUNTAIN TROOP UNIT
The need for specialized mountain troops became a high priority in 1941.  In April 1941,
German mountain troops invaded Yugoslavia.  On August 5, 1941, a memo was written to the
Army’s General Staff, reporting on a battle that occurred in the Balkans early in W.W. II.  The
Italian army was defeated due to the “lack of well-equipped mountain troops, organized, clothed,
equipped, conditioned and trained for both winter and mountain fighting.”  25,000 Italian troops
were killed, 10,000 were frozen, and large numbers were captured, highlighting their inability to
fight in the mountains in winter conditions. The memo concluded that, “such units cannot be
improvised hurriedly from line divisions.  They require long periods of hardening and experience
for which there is no substitute.”23
On October 22, 1941, General Marshall authorized the formation of the 87th Mountain
Infantry Regiment at Fort Lewis, Washington, consisting of 1st Battalion, Companies A, B, and C
at Fort Lewis, Washington, to train on Mt. Rainier, and Marshall wrote Charles Dole informing
him of his action.  On November 15, 1941, the Army’s mountain troops officially began with the
formation of a new experimental oversized unit, the 1st Battalion, 87th Mountain Infantry
Regiment (Reinforced).  “As it stood, nothing like it had existed before in the entire history of the
U.S. Military,” according to a history of the 10th Mountain Division written by John Jay.  
Soldiers were transferred into the 87th from the 3rd, 41st, and 44th Divisions stationed at Fort
Lewis.  After the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, the army decided to
activate a full mountain division.  The Mountain Training Center (MTC) was set up at Camp
Carson, Colorado, to expand the initial 87th Regiment to a normal three regiment division.  
Soldiers were not volunteering in sufficient numbers to expand the Regiment into a full
Division.  In late 1941, the National Ski Patrol was contacted by Army authorities and asked to
assist in recruiting qualified men for the newly forming ski troops.  A written contract between
the American Ski Association and the Army made the National Ski Patrol an official recruiting
agency, and Charles Minot Dole was given the task to recruit 2,500 men in 60 days for the 87th
Infantry, based on Dole’s philosophy about ski soldiers, “make soldiers out of skiers, don’t try to
make skiers out of soldiers.”  
Dole, Chairman of the National Ski Patrol, described the organization’s work in the
22  Skoog Interview of John Woodward on Alpenglow
http://www.alpenglow.org/ski-history/notes/comm/woodward-john;  “Woodward Joins Times Ski Staff, Expert Will
be Head of Racing in 1949 School,” Seattle Times, November 28, 1948 (page 22).
23  Bradley, Charles, Training the First Mountain Troops - Mt. Rainier: Gateway to War, Skiing History,
Fall 1995, page 8.
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American Ski Annual, 1943-1944.  Dole was called by headquarters of the Army Ground Forces
and asked, “Can you get us 2,000 men with winter and mountain experience in 90 days?”  In the
fall of 1941, a written contract with the Army made the National Ski Patrol its official recruiting
agency.  The National Ski Association of America and the National Ski Patrol ran ads in
newspapers in ski areas seeking volunteers from those 18-20 years old, including in the Seattle
area in October 1942.
Men who have lived and worked in the mountains, such as rock climbers, trappers,
packers, guides, prospectors and timber cruisers are preferred.  If they ski, so much the
better.  Applications of new men who can show evidence of exceptional fitness will be
considered, even though applicants have had no broad mountain experience.  The
emphasis is on toughness and the ability to take it.
The National Ski Patrol obtained 2,500 qualified men for the 87th Infantry, recruited by Ski
Patrols from all over the country, within the deadline.
Initially, there was a lot of red tape getting the recruits into the Army training centers for
ski troops.  In March 1943, the National Ski Patrol was authorized to provide a letter to the
qualified applicants it recruited, which “will be honored by all reception centers, and send men
you approve direct to the mountain troops at Camp Hale for basic training.”  In June 1943, the
Army asked the National Ski Patrol to recruit another 2,000 qualified men for the mountain
troops then being trained at Camp Hale.  This time, they were given fifteen sets of mountain
troop equipment for window displays, bought a thousand copies of the Saturday Evening Post
covers showing a ski trooper which were used as recruiting posters, and got Army jeeps they
used in parades all over the country.  Window displays of equipment were put in store windows
in many cities and towns in the snow belt.24
 Top skiers from all over the country enlisted in the 87th, including Torger Tokle (1920-
1945), a Norwegian who held the American Ski Jumping distance record; Walter Prager (1910-
1984) a skiing champion from Switzerland who had been the ski coach at Dartmouth College
where Dick Durrance was his star racer; Friedl Pfeifer, an Austrian ski champion who had been
head of the Sun Valley Ski School; John Jay (1915-2000) a well-known ski coach and ski
photographer; and many others. 
According to the National Park Service website, in November 1941, a platoon from the
41st Division Military Ski Patrol was sent to Mount Rainier for a “preliminary instruction
exercise,” accompanied by public relations officers and a photographer from the Seattle P.I., that
published a story about the maneuvers.  In December, a platoon from the 15th Infantry went to
24   Bradley, Charles, Training the First Mountain Troops - Mt. Rainier: Gateway to War, Skiing History,
Fall 1995, page 8;  Donahue, Bill, “Taking Aim On the New Cold War,” Ski, November 2017; “Army Calling Skiers
for Mountain Troops” Seattle Times, October 22, 1942 (page 30);  Dole, Charles Minot, “The National Ski Patrol
System Carries On,” American Ski Annual, 1943-1944.
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                                         New York Times, November 30, 1941 (page 174)
Mount Rainier where they spent much of the  winter training in skiing technique and winter
warfare maneuvers.  At the end of their training, they went on a 55 mile, six day ski trip.
On November 30, 1941, the New York Times published two pictures of “Ski Soldiers,”
the new Army ski troops from Fort Lewis arriving at Sun Valley, Idaho for mountain training. 
“The purchase of 35,000 pairs of skis indicates that the Army is going into the training of special
troops for winter warfare in a big way.”  A second picture showed “a ski patrol practicing
traversing uphill.  In service the men will carry Garand rifles and sixty-pound packs.”  In
December 1941, Warner Brothers produced a national defense short feature in cooperation with
the U.S. Army, “Snow Soldiers,” that was filmed “on the snow-covered slopes of the Pacific
Northwest mountains.”  It showed 15,000 “seasoned ski troops” doing combat maneuvers
arranged for the picture according to publicity releases.25
In November 1941, Lt. Col. Onslow S. Rolfe became the commander of the 87th
Regiment,  a calvary officer who did not know how to ski.  In February 1942, Rolfe leased
Paradise Lodge and the Tatoosh Club in Rainier National Park from the National Park Service
for use by the 87th.  The troops trained on Mount Rainier, testing ski equipment and learning
skiing techniques, carrying loads up to 90 pounds on their backs.  They had excellent
mountaineering and ski training on Rainier, but since they were in a national park, they were not
allowed to use either live or blank ammunition, according to Denfeld. The National Park Service
25   “Ski Soldiers,” New York Times, November 30, 1941;  “Amusements Along Film Row,” Richard E.
Hays, Seattle Times, November 17, 1941 (page 16).
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website describes their training.
The thousand-man regiment wintered at Fort Lewis during the winter of 1941- 42 and
sent contingents to train at Paradise under a cooperative agreement with the NPS. In a
noteworthy compromise, ski troops claimed full use of the rope tow above Paradise Inn
on week-days and yielded the ground to park visitors on weekends. The Army rented and
occupied the Paradise Lodge and Tatoosh Club facilities. The Mountain Battalion’s
experiences there inspired new verses for an old western ballad quickly adopted by the ski
troops. In the song, trooper Sven’s heavy weapons company trains on snowshoes and thus
spends “two months in Paradise and never learned to ski,” while “the Winter Warfare
Board waited anxiously about.” (Actually, the Board was busy testing new winter rations,
clothing, equipment, and over-snow transportation.)26
26  “WWII Training in Mt. Rainier National Park,” https://www.nps.gov/articles/mtrainierwwiitraining.
The ski troops created a song about a Paul Bunyan-like hero Oola and his cousin Sven, sung to the tune, "There Was
a Desperado from the Wild and Wooly West."
        1st verse:
        Oola had a cousin from the wild and wooly west.
        While Oola liked the skiing, Sven liked snowshoeing the best.
        They got into the mountain troops to put it to the test
        And everywhere they went they gave their war whoop!
        Chorus:
        Oh, give me skis and some poles and klister
        And let me ski way up on Alta Vista.
        You can take your snowshoes and burn them, Sister,
        And everywhere I go I'll give my war whoop!
        2nd verse:
        Everyone was keen to see how it would all come out.
                    The Winter Warfare Board was standing anxiously about,
         And even Axis agents had been sent up there to scout,
                 And everyone was waiting for the war whoop!
        (Chorus)
        3rd verse:
        The Colonel pulled the trigger and they started out to race.
        Sven got an early start and set a most terrific pace,
        But Oola whipped right by him with a sneer upon his face,
        And when he reached the top he gave his war whoop!
        (Chorus)
        4th verse:
        Two seconds later Oola finished in a mighty schuss,
        Passing on the way poor Sven a-lying on his puss.
        The moral of this story is that snowshoes have no use.
        Now poor old Sven no longer gives his war whoop!
        (Chorus)
       Later the Heavy Weapons Company added its two bits to the song:
        The 87th had a Heavy Weapons Company.
        It spent six weeks at Paradise but never learned to ski.
        The reason for this tragedy as you can plainly see
        Was everywhere they went they wore their snowshoes.
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Army ski troops training on Mt. Rainier, photo from the
National Park Service.
Soldiers Describe Training on Mt. Rainier as Mountain Troopers
Charles Bradley’s book, Aleutian Echo, describes his training on Mt. Rainier with the 87th
in 1942.  They were headquartered at Paradise Lodge on Mt. Rainier, built in the 1930s by the
National Park service, that had been home to Northwest skiers for a number of years.  “Rainier
ranks as one of the most gorgeous scenic feasts on the continent, the darling of several
generations of photographers.”  Bradley wrote, “Paradise? Right on!  A place to study war?  Too
weird to think about.”  
Bradley was one of volunteers from the Midwest who had been ski jumpers (of no
military value) and cross-country racers.
27 we spoke very quietly and learned downhill techniques as fast as possible...when we were
finally carrying rifles, a common misjudgment of speed and control could end with the
load lifting the skier off the snow, rolling him forward in the air, and driving him head
first back into the snow.  The rifle, lagging slightly, would now catchup and deliver the
coup de grace by whacking the skier on the head.28 
        (Chorus)
“American Ski Annual, 1942,”
http://www.alpenglow.org/ski-history/notes/period/asa/asa-1942.html
27  “Movies made at Mt. Rainier and Camp Hale brought in the recruits: The Tenth Mountain Division on
Display,” Skiing Heritage, Fall 1995, page 18.
28  “Training the first mountain troops - Mt. Rainer: Gateway to a War,” Skiing Heritage, Fall 1995, page
8.
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Charles McLane, who learned to ski at Dartmouth under Walter Prager and Otto
Schniebs, wrote an article about the training of mountain troops on Mount Rainier in 1942,
which appeared in the American Ski Annual, 1943, "Of Mules and Skis."   The title came from
the fact that the commander of the 87th, Lt. Col. Onslow S. Rolfe, was a calvary officer and
believed that mules were critical  to carry heavy equipment for the soldiers at high elevations.  
McLane said the Mountain Infantry that was formed in late 1941, was based on the experiences
of various ski patrols that operated across the country earlier that year, including the 15th Infantry
Ski Patrol on Mt. Rainier, the 44th Division Ski Patrol at Old Forge, N.Y., and the 5th Division in
the Midwest.  Their experiences were written up, sent to G-3 in Washington which was in charge
of operations and training, where they stayed until September 1941, when the issue of mountain
troops emerged again.  The persistent urging of Charles Dole and John Morgan led to General
Marshal obtaining a War Department order urging Army cooperation with the National Ski
Association.
Inspired by Minnie Dole’s advice to “get in on the ground floor,” McLane was one of the
first to sign up for the 87th in the fall of 1941. When  showed up at Fort Lewis for duty, he had a
suitcase, a pair of skis, and a War Department order to report for the Mountain Troops.  Unaware
of what was happening, the guards and M.P.s at the front gate thought he was kidding.  Finally, a
Major read his orders, consulted headquarters, and let him in saying, “Lad, you are the Mountain
Infantry.  You’re a one man regiment.”
When other enlistees showed up for duty, companies were formed along the lines of a
regular infantry regiment.  
Like infantry-men all over the country we stood guard, drilled, practiced rifle
marksmanship, ran the bayonet course, and thrived on rumors...learning to soldier from
the bottom up...  
We were under a severe trial.  In Washington many were skeptical about mountain troops,
felt that the Mountain Infantry would turn into a country club for skiers, with little
purpose behind it.  Colonel Onslow Rolfe, Commanding Officer of the new regiment,
was determined that above all we must be good soldiers.
Rolfe insisted they were not “ski troops,” but were “mountain troops,” where “skiing will play
only a small part.”
Soon, Washington sent a number of experienced skiers to join the regiment.  Two of the
most experienced were Captain Paul Lafferty, one of the rugged skiers in the Northwest, and Lt.
John Woodward from Seattle, who had learned to ski on Rainier.  Lt. John Jay was borrowed
from the Signal Corps to handle photography.  A number of enlisted men were ex-instructors and
racers from all over the country, who were given the job of “teaching flatland soldiers to ski in
eight weeks.”  These included ski instructors from Sun Valley, including Ralph Bromaghin and
Don and Leon Goodman, and from Mt. Hood, Franconia Notch, Yosemite, and elsewhere. 
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Walter Prager arrived in April 1942, after teaching paratroopers to ski at Alta, Utah, missing the
instruction period but in time for maneuvers.  Italian Swiss born Peter Gabriel, a well known
skier and mountaineer, made the greatest contribution to the mountain troops.  At the end of the
summer of 1942, many of the “Nation’s top notch skiers” came to Fort Lewis: Barney McLean,
Torger Tokle, Gordon Wren, Wendall Cram, and Bill Klein, who were “impressive names in the
ski annals, but to the mountain troops just so many more privates to be steered through a stiff
eight-week training period before being assigned to the various line companies.”
The 87th went to Mt. Rainier for an eight week intensive training course where they stayed
at Paradise Lodge, located at 5,500 feet at the edge of the timberline.  Ski instructions began their
first day on the mountain.  “Qualified instructors were a small minority, but sufficient to teach
the fundamentals to the majority who had never seen skis before.” The mountain troops “were on
skis six hours a day, six days a week, through foul and fair weather.” Instructors ironed out
conflicting theories, such as the difference between Swiss and Austrian ski techniques.  
what mattered is that we had learned to handle ourselves as a group in varying kind of
snow and terrain.  At the end of the training period 75 per cent qualified as military skiers
third class on a course that civilian Class B skiers would have trouble handling, even
without the forty-pound packs and rifles that mountain troopers were required to carry for
qualification.  The price? - eight weeks of concentrated snow-plowing, a painless
monotony, and a dozen or two broken legs, which would heal long before next winter.
To many, the eight weeks would stand out as highlights in their Army careers.  The
winter at Paradise would be remembered as the finest season of them all.
The mountain troops also learned to maneuver on snowshoes, which they learned were
much better than skis for handling heavy weapons and ammunition packs weighing between
seventy and eighty pounds.  The troops also served as guinea pigs for military ration experiments.
McLane described the social life at Paradise, including the Glee Club performance which
were held each Saturday evening.  Paradise was open to civilian skiers on weekends, where they
were able to mingle with the mountain troops.  McLane said this made it 
one of Paradise Inn’s gayest seasons in recent years.  On Saturday evenings the Inn
opened its arms to the mountain troops, who in turn opened theirs to scores of lonely
University coeds and Seattle war workers that came up to make hay while their tires
lasted.  Gluwein, yodeling, and polkas set an atmosphere that, if not unique to ski resort
fans, was certainly unique to the Army.  The old-fashioned,.gangling, wooden-frame
building, half buried in snow, rocked one night a week until a midnight bed-check retired
90 per cent of the male attraction.
The social scene at Paradise during the winter of 1942, was also described in an article in
the American Ski Annual, 1943, “The Year at Rainier.”
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Adding color and also giving the Valley a military air, was the stationing of the U.S. army
mountain troops in Paradise Lodge throughout the winter months.  The soldier boys,
including some of the greatest skiers in the world today, could be seen on maneuvers on
the slopes of the mighty peak every week day during the winter months.  Week ends were
devoted to recreational skiing and relaxation, thus allowing civilian skiers to take over for
the Saturday and Sunday periods.
The mountain troopers were allowed to enter local ski races, in which they excelled.  In
an inter-collegiate tournament at Paradise in 1942, army skiers entered “unofficially,” and “took
nearly all the top places in every event.”  A highlight of the season was the Silver Skis race on
Mt. Rainier in April 1942, “the West’s annual classic, where the Army placed seven men in the
first ten.
After  the Silver Skis race was over, a new phase began in the winter chapter. The Heavy
Weapons and Service Companies came to Paradise to “try out skis and snowshoes, and
toboggans.  And to Sun Valley went Major Lafferty and Captain Woodward with a detail, to
make an Army film on winter training with M.G.M.”  The mountain troops “dropped ski
instruction and pursued a simulated enemy in and out among the defilades of Paradise Valley
carrying Garand rifles, Browning automatic rifles, and light machine guns.” They read books
about Russian and Finnish warfare, and tried to adapt ourselves to our new medium.  But we
stumbled, found ourselves clumsy and slow. We were not clever yet at fighting in the mountains.
It would take time."  They learned how deceptive their white camouflage clothing was in snow,
how effective wide flanking and ‘hit-and-run’ tactics were, and how to make use of higher
elevations.  A good squad was not one that was tactically correct but one that skied well.  
McLean ended his article on a somewhat somber note, as the mountain troops were
waiting for their next assignments in the summer of 1942.  He said that for fighting in the snow,
mountain troops were going to need all the skiers they could lay their hands on.
This is the story of the unit during the first period.  In that time discoveries were made,
some encouraging, some not.  We found it was possible to make skiers, but not skiers
who were qualified to fight hard and fast under winter conditions.  Putting a soldier on
skis, teaching him to stem, handing him a rifle was something, but it was not enough. 
The spirit can be kindled in a short time, but not matured.  A machine gunner, a pilot, a
tank man, before he can be effective to a maximum degree, has to know the possibilities
and limitations of his instrument.  What handicapped us more than any other one thing
was that as mountain troopers we were not sure enough of the possibilities and limitations
of ours.  Someday, perhaps we would be.  The implications of mountain trooping have
been pleasant and serious.  Someday, they will be dangerous.  But that doesn’t change the
picture.  Toward that day and the outcome of that day, we are concentrating our effort.29
29  McLane, "Of Mules and Skis," American Ski Annual, 1943.   
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Newspapers Covered the Training of Mountain Troops
Both the national and local press followed the mountain troops, as the idea was unique
and generated great interest.  
On February 15, 1942, the Seattle Times published an article about the mountain troops
that were training on Mount Rainier, “Soldiers on Skis, the United States Army Trains Troops to
Travel and Fight in the Snow,” together with a number of pictures of ski troops on maneuvers. 
Based on the success of Finish ski troops against the Russian Army and the Russians recently
against the Germans, the U.S. Army was training troops “to travel and fight on skis.  One of the
first ski-training centers to be established was on Mount Rainier.  Other centers now are in
operation in snow regions from coast to coast.”  The pictures were taken in northern Michigan
and outside of Salt Lake City, Utah, showing “trained parachute troops who are learning to resort
to skis after parachuting to earth.”  Birger Ruud, “former Norwegian ski champion,” was chief
instructor in Michigan, where troops were being trained to fight on skis and travel cross-country
with a minimum of supplies.  Pictures showed an instructor demonstrating how to handle a rifle
in a prone position while on skis; making camp in the snow; soldiers throwing a hand grenade
and shooting a rifle; soldiers ice fishing while holding a machine gun; and other training scenes.30 
30   “Soldiers on Skis, the United States Army Trains Troops to Travel and Fight in the Snow,” Seattle
Times, February 15, 1942 (page 62)
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                  Seattle Times, February 15, 1942 (page 62) 
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In mid-February 1942, the Seattle Times reported that 350 men moved into Paradise
Lodge for winter maneuvers on Mount Rainier, 85 percent of whom were non-skiers taking ski
classes.  Paul Lafferty, of Eugene, Oregon, was in charge of the ski maneuvers, directing 40 ski
instructors.  Olav Rodegaard was in charge of instructing officers.  Leading skiers serving as
instructors included Barney McLean, former captain of the Dartmouth ski team and Eastern U.S.
amateur downhill and slalom champion; Don Goodman and Ralph Bromaghin, former Sun
Valley ski instructors; Lt. Paul Townsend, captain of the University of New Hampshire ski team;
Arnold Fawcus, former coach of the Cambridge, England ski team; and other well known ski
racers and instructors.  “Two of the leading skiing officers are Lieut. Johnny Woodward, one of
the expert skiers to join the mountain troops, and Lieutenant [John] Jay.” Two weeks later, Friedl
Pfeifer resigned as head of the Sun Valley Ski School and intended to enlist in “the United States
Army para-ski troops.”  He held many European and American skiing honors.31
On March 29, 1942, the Seattle Times published several articles about the “U.S.
Mountain Troops” training on Mount Rainier, as Maj. General Kenyon A. Joyce of the IX Army
Corps reviewed them.
Almost unnoticed by civilians, except for a comparatively few week-end skiers, United
States mountain troops have taken over Paradise Valley in Mount Rainier National Park
for winter training on the mountain’s rugged slopes.  The troops, the Army’s newest,
were activated not long before the Pearl Harbor attack....
When the troops first arrived at the Paradise section of the mountain, little more than 30
per cent of them were experienced skiers, but this 30 per cent included many of the
nation’s best-known amateur and professional skiers .  Oddly enough, there were some,
including the unit’s commander, who never had been on skis.  The 30 per cent instructed
the remainder, and all now are adept on the long blades.
The men, all of whom were volunteers from other units, resented being called “ski troopers,”
insisting they were “mountain troopers.”  
The unit’s goal is to perform tactical missions in every conceivable style of mountain
country, snow or no snow...with all types of military equipment...These units often travel
in country not meant for mechanized equipment...The mountain troopers’ work begins
where motor and rail transportation end, and each unit and each man will be self
sufficient.
Their commander had “made an intensive study” of the mountain troops of other
countries, has applied their lessons, “and invented a number of others...Drills include strange
commands of ‘right shoulder skis’ instead of ‘right shoulder arms,’ and ‘mount skis instead of
31   “Scribe Goes Boom, She Breaks a Leg in Style,” Seattle Times, February 19, 1942 (page 26); “Pfeifer
Seeks to Join Army,” Seattle Times, March 1, 1942 (page 5).
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‘mount steeds.’”  
The troops had two kinds of mechanized equipment. One was a machine driven by an
airplane propeller powered by a motor, mounted on ski-like runners.  The second was a tractor-
like sled with a motorcycle engine.  The troops learned how to build snow igloos which could
hold four men.  Vents provided fresh air and a place for observation periscopes.  The men wore
parkas that were khaki on one side and white on the reverse side, which “makes them almost
invisible in the mountains.”
Troop rations are being tested with a view of cutting down the bulk and increasing the
calory content.  Each man carries a one-man tent, a small gasoline stove, and field
equipment for individual sustenance many days in the field.
Paradise Lodge was used as a barracks, and had a huge kitchen and mess hall, a large
recreation hall, and an infirmary with a dental office.  The troops were exceptionally healthy, and
only two had been hurt in falls.  There were few furloughs and the men prefer to stay on the
mountain where there were movies several times a week, a glee club, and dances in the nearby
Paradise Inn.
A highly specialized branch of the Army, the mountain troops should have a special place
in the hearts of the people of the Pacific Northwest.  It is for mountainous country such as
abounds in this vicinity that these troops exist.32
32   “U.S. Mountain Troops,” Seattle Times, March 29, 1942 (pages 6,11, 29, 62).
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                            Seattle Times, March 29, 1942 (page 24)
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An article, “O.K., Fellows,” by Edwin Gibson, American Ski Annual, 1943-1944, had a
number of pictures taken of the mountain troops drilling at Fort Lewis and training on Mount
Rainier.   
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Army Makes Movies of the Mountain Troops
The Army was well aware of the public’s interest in ski troops and used its resources to
make movies that would highlight their training and daring.  Lt. John Jay was a photographer
who was reassigned into the 87th in late 1941, and participated in the units’ training on Mt.
Rainier while making several films there and in Sun Valley.
On May 8, 1942, an eight-man detachment of the 1st Battalion at Fort Lewis made the first
winter ascent of Mt. Rainier, led by Corporal Peter Gabriel, a famous Swiss mountaineer, where
they tested clothes, food, stoves and tents “under the severest conditions.”  The climb was filmed
over a twelve day period by Lt. John Jay, third in command of the detachment, who produced a
rock climbing movie for the Army, “They Climb to Conquer,” in which the vertical climbing was
done by Sgt. Walter Prager.  A picture of the ascent of Rainier was on the cover of the American
Ski Annual, 1943-1944.  A special exhibit on the Mountain Troops done by the Colorado Ski and
Snowboard Museum described the movie.
Before the troops left Mount Rainier, a group of them decided to make a trip to the
summit. During this 12-day expedition, with John Jay as the photographer, the men
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`realized a few very important winter survival skills. Using the cooking stoves inside the
tents produced carbon monoxide, and some of the tents were no good during snowstorms.
These soldiers tested almost 30 different types of ski and mountaineering equipment,
discovered how to make shelter and food in winter conditions, and reached the summit of
Mount Rainier.
Sun Valley played a role with the Army’s mountain troops.  In 1941, Darryl Zanuck, head
of Twentieth Century Fox Studios, had produced the classic ski movie, Sun Valley Serenade, in
which Sun Valley ski instructor Otto Lang directed the filming of the ski sequences for the movie
at Sun Valley, using Tacoma’s Gretchen Kunigk Fraser doubling for the movie’s Norwegian star,
ice skating champion Sonia Henie.  In 1942, Zanuck was a newly commissioned colonel in the
U.S. Signal Corps.  He believed that the army needed a film to make sure that the ski troops
would learn the same method of skiing based on the Arlberg that Lang learned from Hannes
Schneider at St. Anton, Austria in the 1930s, and taught at Mount Rainier and Baker in
Washington in the late 1930s, and at Sun Valley.  Zanuck had enough power so that he ordered
the film to be made with Otto Lang directing it.  Lang later became a member of the 10th
Mountain Division.
In the spring of 1941, Lang began shooting the first mountain training film made in
America at Sun Valley, The Basic Principles of Skiing. The Army authorized the use of a five-
man detachment of soldiers from Ft. Lewis, Washington to participate in the movie, led by Lt.
John Woodward, which included Sgt. Walter Prager, who had been the coach of the Dartmouth
ski team.  John Jay, then an Army photographer, was assigned to the project.  Lang wanted at
least 10 men in the movie so he enlisted Sun Valley ski instructors to play the role of soldiers,
including Sepp Benedikter, Fred Iselin, Johnny Litchfield, and Pepi Teichner, all of whom went
on to play major roles in developing and expanding ski resorts after the war.  The film
demonstrated the Arlberg method of skiing that was “well-suited to military skiing.”  The
opening scenes for the movie were filmed in Hollywood showing recruits being equipped for
their training.  One of the recruits was Alan Ladd, then an unknown young actor, who had a
speaking part in the movie, which was a relief from his previous role in an Army film about VD. 
Lang’s film was a “wonderful exposition of Arlberg.”  “Lang’s eye for graceful motion together
with his passion for detail produced what is arguably the most beautiful military training film
ever made.”  When finished, it was sent to Fort Lewis where the 1st Battalion of the 87th
Mountain Regiment was activated on November 14, 1941.  “This was the U.S. Army’s first
official mountain unit.  The first recruits were learning to ski the Army way when the Japanese
aircraft attacked Pearl Harbor on the 7th of December, 1941.”  John Jay said the movie was
“filmed so beautifully that, for years afterward, recruits into what eventually became the 10th
Mountain Division complained bitterly that the ski troops were nothing like the movie.”33  
John Woodward also helped to make an additional Army training film in Sun Valley in
33  “Days of Innocence, a training film for a non-existent unit,” Skiing Heritage, Fall 1995; “The Golden
Years of John Jay,” Skiing Heritage, April 2001.
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May 1942, during which time he got married.  The Seattle Times of May 28, 1942, announced
that Lt. John Woodward was married in Sun Valley to Verone Lynch.  Woodward was a member
of the 87th Mountain Regiment, “in charge of training the ski troops at Mount Rainier.”  He
graduated from the University of Washington where he was captain of the ski team and a former
Northwest downhill racing champion.  Woodward was in Sun Valley making ski training films
for the Army.  They would remain in Sun Valley until June 1, when he would go to Hollywood to
make close-ups.34
C. TRAINING ON MT. RAINIER ENDS AND CAMP HALE, COLORADO
OPENS AS ARMY EXPANDS ITS MOUNTAIN TROOPS
The lease the 87th had on the lodges at Mt. Rainier ended in May 1942, and the men
returned to Fort Lewis where they continued their training on the base. A corral on the base had a
sign reading, “Mountain Infantry Regiment: Through these Portals Pass the Most Beautiful
Mules.”  This sign led to Charles McLane’s article about his training on Mount Rainier, "Of
Mules and Skis," published in the American Ski Annual, 1943.  The 87th left Fort Lewis in
November 1942, going to Camp Hale in Colorado where they later became part of the Tenth
Mountain Infantry Division.  Other units later trained on Mount Rainier in the fall of 1943,
according to the NPS service website:
Over the course of World War II, training would be expanded to included a 100-man
detachment of ski troops from the 10th Mountain Infantry Division, a 150-man force
from the 938th Aviation Engineers who undertook snow camouflage tests, and a 30-man
unit of photographers from the Army Signal Corps who made an army training film. 
Cold weather units testing long skis over short, soft boots over hard, tight boots versus
loose boots, winter food rations, and many different types of fabric for livable tents in
below-zero temperatures.
National Park Service Rangers provided unique support to the training units by leading
classes on mountaineering, search and rescue, meteorology, glaciers, avalanches, forest
fires and geology.
The Colorado Ski and Snowboard Museum produced a special exhibit about the W.W. II
army mountain troops in November 2014.  In 1940, the Army ordered winter training for six
divisions, who tested materials and clothing for "winter warfare operations" and obtained ski
equipment to begin instruction "to lay a foundation for future winter training." National Ski
Patrol members acted as guides, while civilian instructors taught skiing techniques. In late 1941,
the Army reconsidered the need for a specialized mountain warfare unit.
In 1941, 3 different regions with 3 different areas of focus emerged: winter and low-
altitude mountain training and alpine training in Wisconsin, Virginia, and Fort Lewis in
34  “Army Wedding,” Seattle Times, May 28, 1942 (page 17).
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Washington, respectively. The 87th Infantry Mountain Regiment was activated at Fort
Lewis, with nearby Mount Rainier available for ski training, and the 85th and 86th
regiments later joined to complete the 10th Mountain Division. 
The men who arrived at Fort Lewis represented a "who's who" of skiing consisting of
John Litchfield, Bob Parker, Steve Knowlton and Larry Jump who came from New
England colleges, while other big skiing names, like Friedl Pfeifer and Walter Prager,
were European transplants. John Jay entered the 10th as one of the top ski
cinematographers of the period. The men at Fort Lewis possessed a love and respect for
the outdoors, and were dedicated to skiing and other wilderness activities. Paradise Lodge
was leased for the soldiers, and the name "Paradise Lodge" truly symbolized how many of
the men felt about being at Fort Lewis. "Paradise? Right on!" There was so much snow
that year that troops could ski right out of their second and third story windows. The
Oregon Journal called this first mountain regiment the "Army's greatest sports school."
The troops at Paradise Lodge cross country skied all around Mount Rainier while carrying
up to 90 lbs. of gear in their rucksacks. The combination of training at high altitude and
consistently carrying large amounts of gear worked the members of the 87th and the rest
of the 10th into great shape - but they did face some of the toughest training in the U.S.
military...
As the U.S. military decided to expand on the concept of mountain warfare troops, they
needed to find an appropriately large area to house the expected 3 regiments of 1,000 men
each, which would make up a full division. An area located in Pando Valley, Colo.
between Leadville and the future Vail resort was chosen: Camp Hale. 
John Woodward Describes His Work With the 87th and at Camp Hale
John Woodward said the 87th Mountain Infantry Regiment was formed in late 1941, and
spent the winter at Paradise in 1942, but it did not do much tactical training.  They were trained
in ski techniques, mountain orientation, trail breaking and how to move around mountains.  They
didn’t do long ski trips like the ski patrols the prior winter, since the army had not yet
manufactured enough gear for all the troops.  Woodward said the most important mountain
training the troops received was in winter survival and winter hygiene.  “Trenchfoot had knocked
out a lot of troops in Europe.  The U.S. mountain troops were taught to dry their socks out in
their sleeping bags at night and more slower and take shorter breaks to keep from perspiring on
the move.”
Woodward and Lafferty had to decide whether the ski troops would use Swiss or Austrian
ski techniques.  Both were partial to the Swiss technique that relied on stemming, unweighting
and weight transfer to make turns.  The Arlberg technique used an exaggerated upper-body
rotation that caused a person to swing too much when wearing a heavy pack.  Walter Prager and
Peter Gabriel were the only two soldiers from Switzerland who knew the Swiss technique.  The
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Army Ski Troops’ Weasel.  Photo from National Park Service.
Austrians would not go along with using the Swiss technique, so the mountain troops were taught
a “modified Arlberg,” using the leg part of the technique but not the shoulder part, when wearing
a pack. 
The army weasel over-snow
vehicles were narrow enough to fit in the
bomb-bay of a B-17, and worked well on
roads or flat terrain, but were poor on hills
since they tipped over too easily.  The
motorized toboggans (early snowmobiles)
did not work on Mount Rainier’s deep
snow and steep hills.
Before the mountain troops moved to Camp Hale, Woodward was asked to select 100 to
200 ski instructors to write manuals on skiing and mountain training, select training areas, and
have everything ready when the camp opened.  Woodward’s Mountain Training Center (MTC)
detachment gathered information from many different sources for the manuals.  They wrote
drafts of manuals that were later used.  At Camp Hale, the army received a shipment of 4,000 to
5,000 pairs of skis, which were mounted with bindings.  However, they were impossible to turn
since they were made from a hard southern hickory, instead of the prototypes that were made out
of soft northern hickory.  The men at Camp Hale “ridge-topped” a pair of skis, making them
easier to turn, and got permission to modify the rest.  Woodward’s men handled batches of 500
skis at a time, removed the bindings and sent away to be “ridge topped.”   
Woodward commanded the Mountain Training Group at Camp Hale, which comprised all
the division’s top instructors and was in charge of all ski training and mountain climbing
operations, “and as a result thousands of men became competent skiers under his command,”
according to his biography in the U.S. Ski and Snowboard Hall of Fame and Museum.  In 1945,
Woodward went to Italy with the Tenth Mountain Division.  He was Executive Officer of the 1st
Battalion, 87th Infantry as a Major (later Lt. Colonel), and won the Bronze Star and Oak Leaf
Cluster for heroism.  After the war, Woodward ran the Seattle Times ski racing school at the
Milwaukee Ski Bowl at Hyak. In 1950, became a partner in Anderson-Thompson where he spent
25 years. He patented the first flexible heel release binding.  John Woodward was inducted into
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the U.S. National Ski Hall of Fame in 1998.35
Army Expands its Mountain Troops as Training at Camp Hale Begins
In the fall of 1942, the Mountain Training Center (MTC) moved to Camp Hale, where it
had to find men to fill the final two regiments of the 10th, the 85th and 86th, to complete the
division, with men similar to those who made up the 87th that trained at Mt. Rainier.  The Army
Induction Centers could provide draftees, but the experience at Fort Lewis showed that those
who had not volunteered had performed poorly, and hated the snow and mountains and the
hardships that were associated with them.  There was a need to get more men who were
experienced in mountaineering and motivated to join the mountain troops, such as loggers,
trappers, hunting guides and the like.  
Film maker John Jay graduated from Officer Candidate School in the fall of 1941, and
was assigned to the 87th Mountain Division at Fort Lewis, hoping to publicize the mountain
troops, but censorship made that difficult.  In November 1942, Lt. John Jay was promoted from
photographer for the Winter Warfare Board to become the Public Relations Officer of the
Intelligence section of the MTC, where his job was to publicize the mountain troops.  Lt. Jay was
a trained journalist, and soon set up radio broadcasts from Camp Hale, conducted press tours of
the facility, and wrote press releases and shot footage which were sent to newspapers and
magazines throughout the country.  Jay emphasized the opportunities for men with mountain
experience, and his efforts increased the number of volunteers for the mountain troops.  Charles
Dole and the National Ski Patrol also worked on getting mountain trooper recruits.  When a
picture of a mountain trooper appeared on the cover of the Saturday Evening Post on March 27,
1943, Dole bought a thousand copies and used them as recruiting posters.  Of the 12,000 men
who were in the 10th Mountain in its various forms, at least 20 percent were recruited through the
National Ski Patrol.36 
35  Skoog Interview on Alpenglow.org.
http://www.alpenglow.org/ski-history/notes/comm/woodward-john;  Woodward Joins Times Ski Staff, Expert Will be
Head of Racing in 1949 School, Seattle Times, November 28, 1948 (page 22).
36  “How the 10th Got Started, a suppressed history by Capt. John Jay told all about it,” Skiing Heritage,
Fall 1995, pages 6-7; “Movies made at Mt. Rainier and Camp Hale brought in the recruits: The 10th Mountain on
Display,” Skiing Heritage, Fall 1995, pages 18 , 19.
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In 1943, John Jay produced another movie, Ski Patrol, using training film he took at Mt.
Rainier and at the training camp at Alta, Utah in 1941, where Dick Durrance and others were
teaching paratroopers to ski (where it was learned it was better to teach skiers to parachute).  The
Army bankrolled a nationwide tour for the film, narrated by Debbie Bankart, where it was seen
by 75,000 people.  Questionnaires were distributed at the showings directed at mountaineers and
skiers to determine their interest in joining the mountain troops.
In 1943, the Army also supported the making of “good war movies,” that would increase
civilian morale for the upcoming invasion of Europe and its expected heavy losses.  Warner
Brothers made Mountain Fighters, filmed at Camp Hale with the cooperation of the Mountain
Training Center.  Training stopped for several days when the movie crew was filming.
For the scenes, skis were painted, uniforms brightened and close-order drill (the
exception rather than the rule at Camp Hale) was polished, along with boots.  With the
men arranged for dramatic impact rather than battle considerations, the stills...were also
dramatic.
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Mountain Fighter was released in May 1943, and caused an upsurge in enlistments into the
mountain troops.
In 1944, Paramount shot several scenes for its movie I Love a Soldier at Camp Hale.37
Descriptions of Training at Camp Hale
The American Ski Annual, 1943-1944, was dedicated to the “‘Mountain Troops’ of the
U.S. Army,” and had several articles about the specialized forces.  
John E.P. Morgan, Treasurer of the National Ski Patrol, wrote an article, “Special
Training,” describing the overall approach of the Army to its specialized training for mountain. 
The training started out “under the general description of mountain and winter training,” but
evolved into three categories under the direction of the “Special Projects Branch” of the Army
Ground Force Headquarters: “(1) ‘Alpine’ or high mountain training under both winter (snow)
and summer (rock) conditions; (2) ‘Over-snow’ or ‘flat country’ winter conditions; and (3) Dry-
mountain or rough country all year-round conditions.”  Morgan and Minnie Dole visited Camp
Hale in February 1943, to view the Alpine training.  They participated in a two-day mountain
maneuver held at 12,000 feet, carrying 45 pound packs, while “the more heavily laden troops
pushed up the mountain with 70 or 80 pound packs and pulling heavily-laden toboggans as well.”
While watching the troops, they “filled out notebooks with pros and cons on training and
equipment,” which they shared with the Camp’s commander.  They concluded that the
equipment was “so good we wanted to bring it all home with us,” and left with the feeling that
“the Army in its peculiar way was beginning to understand the mountain problem.”
 Edwin Gibson wrote an article, “O.K., Fellows,” describing the training the troops
received at Camp Hale. They were never supposed to ski with more than 45 pounds in their
rucksacks, but “on the march it’s easily double that.”  The ski troopers wrote a song about the
loads they carried:
Singing ninety pounds of rucksack
A pound of grub or two
He’ll schuss the mountain like his daddy used to do.
An article in Skiing Heritage, Fall 1995, “Moving to Camp Hale: The 10th’s Good Times
and Bad Times,” described some of the difficult training the mountain troops received.
The worst experience I had at Hale was on an exercise in Gold Park in January.  We were
told to drop our packs, dismount our skis and attack a rocky outcrop across the snow-
filled valley in front of us.  We were up to our necks in snow.  We had a number of new
37  “Movies made at Mt. Rainier and Camp Hale brought in the recruits: The Tenth Mountain Division on
Display,” Skiing Heritage, Fall 1995, page 18.
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recruits and they were exhausted from falling many times down the hill in soft snow with
their packs on.  Getting them up was exhausting for me, too.  That night we camped out
and the temperature dropped to 50 below zero.  I couldn’t get warm in my sleeping bag,
so I put on all the clothes I had and walked up and down the cam are all night to keep
from freezing.
Easter Sunday was our worst day on the D-Series.  There was a wet snow blizzard from
8:00 a.m. until 10:00 that night.  We had gotten up at 5:30 and by 8:00 a.m. our parkas,
wool shirts and wool sweaters were wet through.  When we stopped, some men built
fires, but that only made it worse because then all the snow on our clothes melted.
Usually there was not enough time to prepare a pine-bough bed, so we turned our skis
over, with the skins frozen on, and slept on them.  We put our boots between our inner
and outer bags so that they would be completely frozen.  That worked, but trying to lace
up the nearly frozen boots in the dark with numb fingers was terrible.
The D-Series was truly a tough exercise.  But it did prove to us we could maneuver and
survive in the mountains under very extreme conditions.  It gave us confidence that we
could do anything.
D.  PARATROOPERS TRAIN FOR MOUNTAIN WARFARE AT ALTA, UTAH
In addition to the ski troops learning their skills on Mount Rainier, the Army also trained
paratroopers how to ski and engage in mountain warfare at Alta, Utah, in the winter of 1942. 
The Army hired Dick Durrance, the country’s outstanding ski racer of the 1930s, to lead the
school, and he hired some of the country’s best known skiers to teach the paratroopers. 
Dick Durrance (1914 - 2006) was “America’s first skiing superstar,” whose “skills as an
Alpine skier... made him a legend.” He was well known in the Northwest having raced there a
number of times.  “He honed his skills at Dartmouth College under the tutelage of Otto Schniebs
and Walter Prager,” and led the school’s ski team to many victories.  In 1935, he was selected to
the U.S. Olympic Ski Team at the National Downhill and Slalom Championships and Olympic
Tryouts on Mount Rainier.  Durrance led the U.S. team at the 1936 Olympic Games in Germany,
which included five skiers from Washington State.  From 1935 to 1941, Durrance won ten
national titles in slalom, downhill and alpine combined, and three Harriman Cups at Sun Valley 
between 1937 and 1940 (which was the most prestigious ski title at that time), beating the best
European skiers.  In 1939, he won the American Ski Trophy award given by the U.S. Ski
Association, and received an honorable mention for the award in 1940 (along with Charles
“Minnie” Dole).  He was inducted into the U.S. Ski and Snowboard Hall of Fame in 1958.
An article in the American Ski Annual, 1943, by James Laughlin, IV, “Parachute Troops,”
described Durrance’s training of  Army paratroopers at Alta, implementing an idea of Jack
Tappin, who was an advisor to the War Department on winter warfare and equipment.  Tappin
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chose Alta, Utah as a site because it offered alpine conditions within an hour drive on a modern
highway from an army air base in Salt Lake City.  Tappin also chose Dick Durrance to head the
training unit because of his “competitive record and his reputation for sympathetic,
psychologically-smart teaching.  Dick gathered around him a group of the best young American
racers and gave them an intensive course in teaching methods before the troops came.”  
In mid-January 1942, 150 trained parachutists, all enlisted men, arrived from Fort
Benning, Ga., none of whom had ever skied before.  “The army needed to know how long it took
to make skiers out of athletic soldiers in perfect physical condition.”  The men were divided into
ten groups “which made efficient, small classes.”  They worked six hours a day, experiencing a
teaching routine that was similar to the Durrance Ski School at Alta, except with longer hours. 
They began with a snowplow working up to a lifted stem.  After learning the basics, they were
taken on field trips in the Alta mountain basin.  Later they made longer and longer tours, and
finally overnight tour where they had to bivouac in the snow and cook meals on field equipment.  
Finally, they practiced parachute jumping in the mountains. The last day ended with a slalom
“that was not easy or short in very convincing form.  Most important, they learned in deep snow,
which means they can really turn and not just skid themselves around.”  Laughlin said that at the
end of the course, most “were really at home on their boards,” although there were some who
could not master the sport. The army learned about high altitude jumping and the equipment
necessary.
Thus we have available now a force ready to undertake small scale demolition operations
against military objectives located in alpine territory as well as the knowledge of how to
train a larger force for such tasks in short order.
The Northwest became interested in Durrance’s mission because he recruited Bill Redlin,
a local ski hero and well-known racer for the University of Washington, to teach for him.  In
January 1942, the Seattle Times announced that Seattle’s Bill Redlin, “man of the hour in Pacific
Northwest downhill and slalom ski racing - and United States amateur champion,” would not be
competing that season, since he accepted a position working with Dick Durrance for “Uncle Sam
at Alta, Utah.”  The U.S. Army was training paratroopers “in the fine art of skiing” at Alta, under
the tutelage of  Dick Durrance, “Alta professional and former national downhill and slalom
champion.”  Hugh Bauer of Seattle, “prominent local four-event skier” was also among the ten
assistants for Durrance.  Walter Prager, “one of the world’s top 10 skiers and former Dartmouth
College ski coach,” and a member of the special ski troops training on Mount Rainier, was
already stationed at Alta.  They will teach the “daring paratroopers who may...soon be landing
from the skies and shooting down mountain slopes on ‘portable’ skis.’”
In 1940, Bill Redlin won the P.N.S.A combined downhill and slalom championship. 
Then he won the F.I.S. National Downhill and Slalom Championships at Alta, Utah, beating
Dick Durrance and Austrian Toni Matt, in a race that sixty top skiers from 21 clubs, eleven states
and five countries entered, even though he had only been skiing for two years.  The New York
Times said this about his racing.
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                                    Seattle Times, January 5, 1942 (page 16)
Perhaps even more spectacular than Klein’s workmanlike job was the showing of 19-
year-old Bill Redin of Washington.  This trimly built lad had not taken to skiing until two
years ago and yet today he flashed his steel edges in front of an international field that
saw him beaten only by an instructor.  The 136-pound Pacific northwest title holder, who
was one of six to take the hazardous run cleanly, finished in the superb clocking of
2:10.3. 
 The Seattle Times called Redlin “the Northwest ski-sensation of the 1939-1940 season.” In
1941, the New York Times honored Redlin as one of the ski stars of the year (along with Dick
Durrance), saying Redlin “romped off with the amateur laurels in the downhill, slalom and
combined events” at the National Downhill and Slalom Championships at Aspen, Colorado. The
tournament was won by Toni Matt of Austria, a ski instructor at North Conway, N.H., with Dick
Durrance coming in second.  However, “the boy who deserved greater acclaim” was Bill Redlin,
the “brilliant University of Washington runner,” who won the U.S. Amateur Ski Crown for the
second year in a row, and finished third behind the two headliners in both downhill and slalom. 
Redlin scored more points than Alf Engen, the veteran skier from Sun Valley.  Redlin was
“hailed as a possible successor to Dick Durrance in downhill and slalom.”38 
38 “Husky Bill Has the Knee Action,” Seattle Times, February , 1941 (page 15);  “Redlin Will Forsake
N.W. Ski Ranks As Army Tutor, Ace to Teach Paratroopers at Alta Resort,” Seattle Times, January 5, 1942 (page
16).
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Dick Durrance discussed his role in training paratroopers in his book, Dick Durrance,
The Man on the Medal, the Life & Times of America’s First Great Ski Racer. A few months
before Pearl Harbor was bombed, Durrance was called by Colonel Jack Tappan, who asked if he
would train paratroopers for ski warfare.  The Army realized that the country would likely be
fighting in Europe and had to be prepared to fight in the Alps in winter.  At the time, Durrance
was managing the fledgling Alta, Utah ski resort that had been started by the Salt Lake City
Winter Sports Association (later the Alta Ski Lifts company), and the Denver and Rio Grande
Railroad contributed $25,000 to build a lodge which was only half built when Durrance arrived. 
Durrance took over the ski area, finished the lodge and started a ski school.  After getting the call
from Tappan, Durrance gathered “a bunch of my racer friends,” including Seth Hannah, his
brother Jimmy, Walter Prager, Barney McClean, Gordon Wren, Art Johansen, Henry Simoneau,
Bill Redlin, Hugh Bauer, Alex Bauer, and Bob Skinner, who became the staff of the Army
Experimental Winter Survival Training Center.
Durrance said that in January 1942, 200 paratroopers from Fort Benning, Georgia came to
Salt Lake City and were taken by Army trucks to Alta daily for training.  Many were from the
south and had never seen snow or mountains before.  They received uniforms that were white on
one side and green on the other, and “wide, stiff GI skis.”  The paratroopers were divided into ten
classes, with twenty skiers per instructor. They were trained paratroopers but knew nothing about
skiing.  They had been trained to jump from planes and fall forward when they hit the ground,
and they ended up with a lot of broken legs when they did this maneuver on skis, so they had to
learn to fall backwards.  The paratroopers were taught how to handle themselves on skis in the
mountains all winter, and had night sessions where they learned to spent the night on snow.
Durrance concluded that one third of the troops would become pretty good skiers, one third could
get by, and one third “had better stay in the paratroopers and forget it.”39
The training the paratroopers obtained was described by James Laughlin, IV, in an article,
"Ski Parachute Troops" in the American Ski Annual, 1943, summarized by Lowell Skoog.  The
men were already skilled paratroopers but did not know how to ski.  
The soldiers began with snowplow and worked up to a fast lifted stem. They were also
given instruction in cross-country steps. They moved on to ski tours around the Alta basin
and eventually overnight tours. Finally, they practiced parachute jumping in the
mountains..."Thus we have available now a force ready to undertake small scale
demolition operations against military objectives located in alpine territory as well as the
knowledge of how to train a larger force for such tasks in short order."40
On March 15, 1942, the Seattle Times published pictures of “Para-ski troops” getting
39   “Richard Durrance,” U.S. Ski and Snowboard Hall of Fame and Museum;  Durrance,  “Dick Durrance,
The Man on the Medal, the Life & Times of America’s First Great Ski Racer,” pages 81, 82.
40  Laughlin, "Ski Parachute Troops" American Ski Annual, 1943,
http://www.alpenglow.org/ski-history/notes/period/asa/asa-1943.  
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                                  Seattle Times, March 15, 1942 (page 62)
ready to jump from an airplane, parachuting onto snow, sleeping on snow, and firing weapons.
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Durrance has a number of his photographs of the para-skiers training at Alta in his book.
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Seattle Times, October 14, 1942
(page 8)
Seattle Times, January 27, 1943 (page 2)
After the training of the paratroopers was finished, Durrance was asked by Charles Minot
Dole if he wanted to join the predecessor of the Tenth Mountain Division that was training at
Mount Rainier.  Dick turned him down since his wife was pregnant and he didn’t want to leave
her. Durrance spent the war years in Seattle working for Boeing Aircraft Company as a
photographer.
Corporations tried to take advantage of the romance and glamor of the Army ski troops by
running advertisements showing their products being used by the soldiers, as show by the
following ads for Hanes long underwear worn by soldiers and Camel cigarettes used by ski
troops, endorsed by Dick Durrance.
                                                
                            
E.  ARMY SKI TROOPS COMPETE IN TOURNAMENTS
The Army permitted its ski troops to enter competitions where their skills could be tested
against non-military skiers.  
In January 1941, Lt. JohnWoodward from the Army Ski Patrol of the 15th Detachment, 3rd
Division that was training at Longmire, Mt. Rainier National Park, took third in the Pacific
Northwest Ski Association Cross-Country Championships on Snoqualmie Pass sponsored by
Sahalie Ski Club.  The grueling 10-mile course was set by Lars Nerland.  Woodward, who used
to teach skiing at Sahalie, ran “out of competition as an F.I.S. amateur.”  Private Zoberski, “the
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                                 Seattle Times, March 29, 1942 (page 6)
young ski trooper who was featured in this week’s Life Magazine, showed lots of ability and the
will to win in the iron-man race, but a troublesome ski spoiled his chances.”  
In late March 1942, five Army skiers from Mount Rainier “stole the show” from college
racers at the Pacific Northwest Intercollegiate Championships at Mount Rainier.  A short stocky
skier from Manchester, New Hampshire, private Charles McLane, was the best performer,
beating University of Washington skier Karl Neu by four seconds in the giant slalom.  Another
Army skier from New Hampshire won the downhill.  Army skiers competed in their Army issue
ski trooper clothes and white skis.
The Silver Skis race on Mt. Rainier was the last event of 1942.  The 3.16 mile race was
described the race as the “Kandahar of the Northwest,”and the “Kentucky Derby of downhill
racing.” Competitors had to hike from Paradise Lodge at 5,400 feet, up the mountain to Camp
Muir at 10,000 feet using skins on their skis, and ski down glaciers and snow fields to finish at
Edith Creek Basin near Paradise Lodge, a distance of nearly four miles. Racers dropped 1,424
feet in every mile they skied, one foot in five.  The pitch gave racers maximum speed of “slightly
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                                   Courtesy of Kirby Gilbert
              Courtesy of Kirby Gilbert
better than sixty miles an hour” before they traveled 300 yards.  Snow conditions could range
from sheer ice to slush, according to the Seattle Times of April 26, 1938. 
Army ski troops, who were described as “dangerous,” entered the race along with the
cream of the crop of local racers. There were 54 entries, including seven from the “crack
mountain troops.”  The course was set by Lt. John Woodward.  Seattle Ski Club veteran Matt
Broze won the race in “near record time” of four minutes and 57 seconds, beating Walter Prager,
Dartmouth College’s former ski coach who was in the army. Shirley Macdonald of the Sun
Valley Ski Club won the women’s race from Camp Muir to McClure Rock by nearly one minute. 
The 1942 Silver Skis race was the last held during the war - the race was not run again until
1946.41
Army ski troops and Dick Durrance’s instructors from Alta also competed in ski
tournaments in other areas, which they regularly won since the country’s best skiers were in the
army mountain troops. In early March 1942, Durrance led “a group of famous skiers from Alta,
Utah, to compete in the national ski championships at Badger Pass.”  The group included Bill
Redlin and others.  In the third week of March, Barney McLean of Denver won the Alta Cup ski
41  Galvin, Dave, Sahalie Historical Note #15, “The Ski Troops of WWII”, and  “Silver Skis Races,”
Sahalie Historical Note # 11; “Mortenson Wins Langlauf,” Swedish Skier Paces Field in Tough 1-Miler,” Seattle
Times, January 20, 1941 (page 17); “Army Skiers are Expert, Mountain Troops Outrace Colleges in Pacific NW’s
Intercollegiate Championships, “by Lt. John Jay, Seattle Times, March 22, 1942 (page 6); Army Entries in Silver
Skis are Dangerous,” Seattle Times, April 5, 1942 (page 5); “Matt Broz Captures Silver Skis Classic,” Seattle Times,
April 13, 1942 (page 19).
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meet, edging out Dick Durrance.  Janet Quinney of Sun Valley won the women’s Intermountain
Title.42
In January 1944, at the Snow Cup at Alta, outside of Salt Lake City, a number of the
Army’s best skiers were entered.  The  tournament would 
look like a cross-section of the select performers of the West in pre-war days.  The Camp
Hale, Colo. ski team was entered, and included Karl Stingl, former University of
Washington skier; Bill Bowes, 1942 Pacific Coast intercollegiate champion; Hans
Sarbach, former professional at Mount Hood, Or.; Steve Knowlton, titlist at the
Dartmouth Ski Carnival; Devereaux Jennings of Salt Lake City; and Wendy Cram of Sun
Valley, Idaho.
Army skiers won four of the top five places in the Giant Slalom.  Corp. Friedl Pfeifer, former
national slalom champion and director of ski schools at Alta and Sun Valley,  took first place. 
Gretchen Kunigk Fraser of Denver, 1941 women’s combined titlist, was first in the women’s
race.43 
Also in January 1944, Lt. Walter Bietila, “one of the famous skiing family of Ishpeming,
Mich.,“ beat Sgt. Torger Tokle of Camp Hale, Colo, in the indoor Norge Ski tournament at
Wrigley Field in Chicago.  Tokle out jumped Bietila, but Bietila won on form points.  Tokle held
the North American distance record of 289 feet.  Tokle won the Class A jumping competition at
the 31st annual Steamboat Springs winter sports carnival in February 1944, for the second year in
a row.  Another Camp Hale skier took second.  Tokle also competed in slalom and jumping
events in the Aspen Ski Club’s tournament later in February 1944.44
Other Actions to Assist the War Effort
In the fall of 1942, Dick Durrance moved to Seattle to work at Boeing Aircraft Company
in its photographic department to aid in the “production of educational films which aid in turning
green recruits into skilled aircraft-industry workers,” according to the Seattle Times.  Durrance
had put Dartmouth College on the “ski map” as he developed his interest in photography, “and he
began catching the twists and dipsy-dos of top-flight skiers the country over through the eyes of
the camera.  Durrance fast became noted for his work in ski photography.”  He jumped at the
42  “Durrance, Redlin in Yosemite Meet,” Seattle Times, March 4, 1942 (page 22); “McLean Winner of
Alta Meet,” Seattle Times, March 23, 1942 (page 14).
43  “Ski Stars to Race Sunday,” Seattle Times, January 27, 1944 (page 14);” Pfeifer, Mrs. Fraser Win at
Alta Vista,” Seattle Times, January 31, 1944 (page 13).
44  “Walt Bietila Ski Winner, Tokle Next,” Seattle Times, January 31, 1944 (page 13); “Tokle Repeats at
Steamboat Springs,” Seattle Times, February 14, 1944 (page 12); “Movitz Winner of Aspen Ski Event,” Seattle
Times, March 5, 1944 (page 17).
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chance to “make his home in the ski center of the Northwest.”  Durrance said he was not hanging
up his skis for the duration, and might enter weekend ski meets.  If Mount Rainier is kept open
the next season, Durrance intended to ski there, where in 1935, he won a position on the U.S.
Olympic Ski Team.  In February 1943, Durrance announced he would compete in the
Leavenworth ski-jumping tournament that was a benefit for the Camp of Little Norway
Association, formed to aid young Norwegian ski-jumpers in Canada.  Olav Ulland won the
tournament with a jump of 262 feet, coming within 10 feet of Torger Tokle’s hill record. 
Durrance stayed in Seattle for the duration of the war before moving to Denver in 1945.45
On July 1, 1943, Sun Valley was commissioned by the U.S. Navy as a Naval Special
Hospital.  The area offered complete facilities for the hospitalization, rehabilitation and
recreation of servicemen, and treated the mental and physical wounds of 6,578 Navy, Marine and
Coast Guard patients through December 1, 1945 (although other dates have been reported).  Sun
Valley was closed for skiing during the war after 1942, and did not reopen until the winter of
1947.
The military effort to prepare mountain troops was assisted by the Ski Patrol. In the
spring of 1940, Charles Minot Dole and John E.P. Morgan offered the services of the National
Ski Association and National Ski Patrol to the government and lobbied military and political
leaders to start training U.S. soldiers as ski troops. The War Department began investigating
equipment for winter warfare. In the fall of 1940, the National Volunteer Winter Defense
Committee was authorized to assist the army by furnishing advice in technical training and
equipment selection, and to assist in home defense by becoming familiar with local terrain in the
northern states. 
This national effort was coordinated by Charles Minnot Dole, Chairman of the National
Ski Patrol, which he described in the American Ski Annual, 1943-1944.  Ski patrols all over the
country formed “wilderness patrols,” which included plane crash rescue crews in many parts of
the country, linking up with the Red Cross and Civil Air Patrol.  Dole described the crash of a
bomber in the “vastness of the Olympic National Forest” in Washington  The Superintendent of
the Olympic National Park asked National Patrolman Ome Daiber to take a party to recover
personnel and important equipment from the wreck from high on a mountain top.  He enlisted the
help of other Ski Patrolmen Larry Bartholomew and Hank Seidelhuber and Woodsmen Jim
Griffin and Denny Winter.  The Navy furnished personnel to help but they were not equipped to
do much, so Daiber assumed command.  When they reached the airplane, the crew was dead. 
The bodies were put into bags, taken up to a cliff and lowered over the other side, then
transported “the long, hard way out.”  Two live bombs in the plane had to be detonated, and
when the bombs were fused, Daiber “made the dust fly getting out of there.”
45  “Durrance, Ski Ace, Working in Seattle,” Seattle Times, September 25, 1942 (page 31); “Durrance May
Enter Ski Meets,” Seattle Times, October 4, 1942 (page 7); “Durrance in Jump Tourney,” Seattle Times, February
11, 1943 (page 24); “Olav Ulland High Man in Ski Jump,” Seattle Times, February 15, 1943 (page 14).
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Northwest skiers and mountaineers assisted the War Department by helping to train
mountain troops and organize assistance for mountain rescue of downed military airplanes.  
Dwight Watson, a local mountaineer, described the help the local Ski Patrol gave to the military
after it was asked to "have a knowledge of the mountainous areas in event of disasters such as
plane crashes etc."  Ski Patrol personnel were to "become thoroughly familiar with local terrain
to the end that they may be prepared to furnish guides to the Army and to extend the anti-aircraft
warning and anti-parachute defense systems into comparatively inaccessible regions."  Patrol
activities included making maps, testing equipment, and conducting winter training. Eventually a
program was developed that broke up the Cascades into 10 mile sections, each a Patrol region.46
Advertisers took advantage of the romance around Mountain Troops and used their
images in their commercials.
           
46  McNeil, Fred H., "Skiing and National Defense," American Ski Annual, 1942,
http://www.alpenglow.org/ski-history/notes/period/asa/asa-1942.html; Skoog, Lowell, Aplenglow.org, 
http://www.alpenglow.org/ski-history/notes/ms/dw-scrapbook.html#dw-scrapbook-p511; 
Dole, Charles Minnot, “The National Ski Patrol System Carries On,” American Ski Annual, 1943-1944.
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III.  MILITARY AND CIVILIANS ORGANIZE TO PROVIDE RECREATION FOR          
                                          SERVICE MEMBERS IN WASHINGTON
A. SEATTLE AREA IS A MAJOR CENTER FOR WAR ACTIVITIES,
MILITARY FORCES AND DEFENSE INDUSTRIES
The Northwest was one of the major centers for military activities in the country, and a
large number of soldiers and sailors were stationed there during W.W. II.  Not only did Fort
Lewis play a critical role during W.W. II by training Army troops, there were numerous Army,
Navy and Coast Guard troops stationed in the Northwest throughout the war.  Shipyards, Boeing
Aircraft Company and other companies produced critically needed war material.
The state’s 15 shipyards were busy building warships.  Boeing turned out thousands of B-
17 and B-29 bombers.  Pacific Car and Foundry produced hundreds of Sherman tanks. 
And Hanford purified the plutonium for the atomic bombs dropped on Japan by B-17s... 
By 1945, Washington was the country’s third-largest producer of aluminum.47
Washington was the site of a number of Army Supply Depots that stored huge amounts of war
materiel that was shipped to front lines and to our allies. 
During World War II a number of U.S. Army and Army Air Force supply depots were
established in Washington state, and an existing army depot on the Seattle waterfront was
greatly expanded. These depots played a critical role in supplying the war effort in Alaska
and the Pacific and in transporting Lend Lease shipments to the Soviet Union. The Seattle
depot became a port of embarkation for troops, with thousands leaving from there for
combat and many of the survivors returning there at war's end...The depots in Washington
delivered goods through the ports to resupply Alaska military bases and support the war
in the Aleutian Islands. They also supported the war in the Pacific, shipping critical
equipment and supplies to Hawaii and beyond.48
B.  ARMY RECREATION CENTER IS BUILT AT JEFFERSON PARK
The government realized that recreation was an important issue for its service men and
women during the war, and providing facilities for off-duty activities was a major mission.  
In 1942, an Army Recreation Camp was built at Jefferson Park in Seattle with a capacity
for 1,000 people.  It was designed to provide sleeping and eating facilities for service men who
were on furlough, and served as a “clearing house” for civilian entertainment plans.  It was built
47  Warren, James, “The War Years: A Chronicle of Washington State in World War II,” Washington State
Magazine, wsm.wsu.edu.index.
48   Denfeld, Duane Colt, “Washington State Army Depots in World War II,” Historylink Essay 10215.
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“with limited funds” by 53 soldiers and C.C.C workers at “a fraction of the total if built on a
wartime construction basis.”  It had 55 knotty pine and cedar cottages, 73 winterized tents, a
large concession building with a bar, soda fountain, recreation hall, a women’s reception room,
officers quarters, a large bathhouse, and sprawled on ten acres on the west side of the Jefferson
Park Golf Course.  Major Ralph J. Sitts of the Quartermaster Corps was in charge of the facility’s
construction, and was in charge of the facility after it was finished.
“The center will perform a dual function: provide a “free hotel” for soldiers on liberty
who are visiting in Seattle, and assist community and civic groups to provide
entertainment for service men...While the recreation center will not actually  provide
entertainment for service men, it will be open to any civic organization which wishes to
do so, and the recreation hall, containing a large dance floor and a portable stage, will be
available for civilian sponsored functions.”
In 1943, the Army Recreation Center at Jefferson Park was called “the outstanding camp
of its kind in the United States.”  The people of Seattle “have gone out of its way helping to
establish it,” and through the Seattle War Chest, they contributed “a considerable sum of money
to complete the necessary buildings...The usefulness of the camp has since far more than justified
that expenditure.”  The enterprise and ingenuity of Major Sitts was responsible for “much of the
center’s effectiveness.”49
49  “Army Recreation Hall Built With Economy and Energy,” Seattle Times, May 2, 1942 (page 3); “Good
Job on Both Sides, Seattle Times, March 24, 1943 (page 6).
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                                    Seattle Times, May 2, 1942 (page 3)
C. SAHALIE SKI CLUB PROVIDES SKIING TO SERVICE MEN ON
SNOQUALMIE PASS
Because of the number of soldiers and sailors stationed in Western Washington during
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        Sahalie Ski Club Lodge, courtesy of SahalieSahalie Ski Club Lodge, 1931-1932, courtesy of
Sahalie.
W.W. II, the Pacific Northwest Ski Association and local ski clubs raised funds for military
recreation and provided access to skiing for military personnel.  Sahalie Ski Club led the efforts 
by bringing service men to their lodge on Snoqualmie Pass on weekends and teaching them the
 sport. 
 In 1931, Sahalie Ski Club built one of the original ski lodges on Snoqualmie Pass on 45
acres of land purchased from the Northern Pacific Railroad, on what later became Alpental Road. 
The lodge, designed by Seattle architect Arthur Loveless, was “three stories in height with a full
basement, built in the form of two L’s, with a three flue chimney thrust through the center,” and
slept 40.  Beginning in the winter of 1934, the club offered “serious instructions for its
membership,” and some of the first ski lessons available in the Northwest, according to its
website.
This was a major step forward, since early skiing was mostly cross-country, and when
new skiers tried to go downhill, there were a lot of injuries. ‘Controlled’ skiing using
turns was a relatively new concept being pushed by ski promoters. [Sahalie] employed
some of the best skiers available: the initial teachers were Ben Thompson, Hans Grage
and Don Fraser, all huge names in early Northwest skiing. Skiers learned “to do level
running, execute kick turns, exhibit proper handling of ski poles and descend a slight
slope in various fundamental positions.50
In January 1942, a special defense evening ski event was held for Boeing and shipyard
workers at the Milwaukee Ski Bowl at Hyak, where they were taken by special ski trains. In late
1942, the Seattle Ski Club hosted a jumping competition at the Ski Bowl with proceeds going to
the Red Cross War Fund. Two special trains left for the Ski Bowl at 8:30 am, costing $1.31, plus
a $1 entry fee.  Drivers would pay $1.50. Torger Tokle, “the human airplane” from the Norway
50  Sahalie.org.
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Ski Club of  New York, won the event with jumps of 248 and 263 feet, thrilling a crowd of
2,500. The Seattle Times said Tokle showed beautiful form, fooling those who considered him to
be strictly a “powerhouse leaper, who sacrificed form for distance.” 
In late January 1943, the army took advantage of a major snow storm that hit Seattle to
open Jefferson Park Recreational Center to skiers.  “Skiers Invited to Park Slide” said the Seattle
Times.  “Men in the armed forces can be outfitted in ski boots, socks and skis without charge,
and civilians will be similarly outfitted for a small fee.”  Skiing took place on hills adjacent to the
camp at Jefferson Park and would continue as long as the snow lasted.  Seattle winter sports
enthusiasts took advantage of the snow - “The West Queen Anne counterbalance still was
occupied by skiers.”
Several skiing events were held in February 1943.  “Just when Northwest skiing appeared
to be on its last legs, Leavenworth came up with a blue-ribbon jumping tournament ... on the
city’s famous Big Hill.”  Leavenworth canceled its annual jumping championships because of
transportation difficulties, but this tournament had “all the color and class of the championships,”
according to the Seattle Times.  Most of the “Northwest’s crack jumpers” attended, and the
proceeds of the event went to the Camp Little Norway Association at Toronto to aid young
Norwegian jumpers training in Canada.  Local ski clubs hosted a Sports Dance, “at which both
service men and civilians will mingle.”  Host clubs included Sahalie, Penguins, Mountaineers,
Sno Owls, Washington Alpine, and Seattle Ski Club.  The movie, Ski Patrol filmed by Lt. John
Jay, detailing the work of the Army mountain troops, was shown at the University of
Washington.  
A soldier-civilian ski party was held at Snoqualmie Summit on Wednesday February 10,
1943, where soldiers from McChord Field and the Jefferson Park Recreation Center could ride
the Summit tow that would operate for the event.  Civilian skiers were also invited to “take
advantage of the tow that day.” 
Fifty officers and enlisted men from McCord Field in Tacoma and a like number from the
Seattle Jefferson Park Recreation Center will travel by bus to the Snoqualmie Summit
Tuesday to prepare for the festivities...On Wednesday, both soldiers and civilians can take
advantage of the ski tow which will be operated through the cooperation of the owners.
Civilian skiers were asked to include soldiers in their skiing plans the rest of the season.
While the Jefferson Park Center is able to send two bus loads of service skiers to the
Summit every week-end, that doesn’t begin to take care of the demand from the fighting
men.  If you are planning a ski trip and have an empty seat or two in your car, call Major
Ralph Sitts, head of the Center...or the Seattle Times sports desk and a service skier will
be assigned to your car.  Also, the Center can use many more contributions of ski
equipment, particularly boots.  The 100 outfits now available don’t begin to outfit all the
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                    Seattle Times, January 31, 1943 (page 7)
soldiers and sailors who want to go skiing.51
  
During the winter of 1943, Sahalie hosted military personnel at its lodge on many
weekends, and provided ski lessons to them. On Sunday, February 14, 1943, the Seattle Times
reported that  
Sahalie Ski Club, which quietly has been playing an important role in making skiing
possible for service men in the Seattle area, will host another Uncle Sam contingent
today.  Forty-five Navy and Anti-Aircraft skiers will be guests of the club at its
Snoqualmie lodge.  Sixty-five took advantage of that same hospitality last week.
On the last weekend of February, 1943, Sahalie, 
which has been host to more than 200 service men at Snoqualmie Summit this season,
will open its lodge to 25 Fort Lawton soldiers today.  Many of the service men have never
had skis on, but that won’t make much difference because the Sahalie program today calls
for an obstacle race in which the competitors will ski on everything from barrel staves to
ice skates.  Conditions at the Summit “are perfect.”
51  “Soldiers Set Mid-Week Snoqualmie Ski Party,” Seattle Times, January 31, 1943 (page 7); “Prep Ski
Meet Being Planned for Snoqualmie,” Seattle Times, Febrary 7, 1943 (page 7).
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Sahalie continued its normal activities during the war as best it could. The club held its
club championship tournament at the Summit on February 21, 1943, with downhill and slalom
races for men and women. Ski conditions on the Pass were the best they had been in ten years,
with a 12 or 13 foot base with a covering of powder snow.   Randall Zimmer and Howard Miller
tied for combined honors, but the cup went to Zimmer under the tournament rules since he won
the downhill.  Betty Malone won the women’s combined crown.  Sahalie held a dance at the
Sand Point Country Club in late February 1943, to raise funds to clear trees behind their
clubhouse.  The prior weekend, Sahahie hosted 35 service men from all parts of the country. 
 
Pacific Northwest Ski Association officials met in early March 1943, “to discuss
furthering of the service skiing program in which Sahalie had taken the lead.”
It’s Sahalie’s policy to house as many service skiers as can come to the Summit...
However, we don’t have enough cars to handle the transportation of all the service men
who want to make the trips.  Any help other skiers can give us on ths will be greatly
appreciated.  Most of the service men who are guests of Sahalie have never had skis on
before, and many never seen snow. 
In March 1943, 19 Seattle area clubs sponsored a Victory Fair at the Jefferson Park
Recreational Camp for service men, which was open to the public.  Six orchestras provided
music for dancing, with special dance acts, along with wrestling and boxing exhibitions and a
roller-skating show.  Carnival booths used artificial money for dice games, penny pitch, dart and
nail-driving games, bingo, roulette and ball games.  There was an archery court and a fish pond,
“and girls in costumes will man all booths, as well as act as partners for dancing.”  Sahalie Ski
Club was one of the sponsors, along with a number of Seattle area service organizations.
During the last weekend of March 1943, two events were held at Snoqualmie Pass to
raise funds for the Army Recreation Camp at Jefferson Park in Seattle. Sahalie sponsored the
PNSA’s annual women’s and junior tournament, with downhill and slalom races where 13
women “snow riders” and 30 juniors entered. In addition, a Ski Jumping Exhibition hosted by the
Seattle Ski Club was held at Beaver Lake. Transportation and equipment was provided for
servicemen.  Olav Ulland “soared 211 and 213 feet ... to smash the Beaver Lake jump record and
take the honors in a ski tourney staged for the benefit of service men in the Seattle area,” beating
Alf Engen’s record.  The big thrill of the event was the “sensational” 217 foot jump made by Ray
Hendrickson, a youth from Leavenworth, who fell on the landing so it did not count as a new
record.  Bill Healy of the Multnomah Athletic Club of Portland, finished first in the slalom and
second in the downhill to win the Northwest Junior Combined Championship.  Alma Hansen of
the Cascade Ski Club won the women’s combined title.52
52  Skiers Invited to Park Slide, Seattle Times, January 25, 1943 (page 5), Ski Party February 10, Seattle
Times, February 2, 1943 (page 18); “Ski Stars Jump Today,” Seattle Times, February 14, 1943 (page 5);  Ski Club to
Give Dance Friday Night, Seattle Times, February 22, 1943 (page 7);  “Preps to Ski Today, Hostmark in Army,”
Seattle Times, February 28, 1943 (page 7); “Ski Meet on Today,” Seattle Times, March 28, 1943 (page 6); “Service
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Two ski lodges on Snoqualmie Pass burned down during the war, the Sahalie Ski Club
lodge in 1943, and the Mountaineers Lodge in 1944.
In April 1943, the four story Sahalie Ski Club lodge at Snoqualmie Pass burned to the
ground, the result of defective wiring on the fourth floor - the club had its own electrical system. 
The fire was discovered by five youths who had hiked to the lodge to ski.  They were able to
reach the lodge in time to save “much of its furnishings, including skis, sleeping bags, tables and
desks and the juke box.”  They were assisted by Larry Hamilton, the lodge’s caretaker, who was
working on the building’s water supply system a short distance away when the fire started.”  The
lodge had sleeping accommodations for 85.  “During the winter it had been used for many ski
parties for service men, and plans were to have it for a service men’s recreation camp in the
summer.”  Sahalie Ski Club was recognized by the military as having done more than any other
organization to give soldiers a taste of skiing in the Northwest.  Sahalie’s president said he did
not know whether the lodge would be rebuilt at the present time. The loss was estimated at
$20,000, and the club had $5,000 of insurance.53   
Men to be ‘Fair’ Guests, Seattle Times, March 7, 1943 (page 8);  “Junior Skiers to Vie Sunday, Seattle Times, March
21, 1943 (page 5); “Ulland Cracks Jumping Mark at Snoqualmie,” Seattle Times, March 29, 1943 (page 14).
53  Fire Destroys Pass Ski Lodge, Seattle Times, April 17, 1943 (page 5); Weide Elected Sahalie Prexy,
Seattle Times April 10, 1943 (page 8); .
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                         Seattle Times, April 2, 1944 (page 31) 
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                                               Courtesy of Jack Leeper
D. SEATTLE SKI CLUB PROVIDES SKIING AFTER
SAHALIE LODGE BURNS DOWN
Efforts to give military personnel access to skiing continued in 1944.  The loss of
Sahalie’s Lodge meant the club’s hill could no longer be used by service men, so the Seattle Ski
Club stepped up and offered its hill at Snoqualmie Summit to the military.  
The Seattle Ski Club was formed by Norwegian immigrants in 1929, to promote ski
jumping, and members built a ski jump at Beaver Lake using the natural slope of the hill for both
the inrun and outrun.  The jump had “the sheerest pitch of any in America,” and Beaver Lake was
the site of major jumping tournaments for over a decade.  The club completed a new lodge in the
fall of 1931, a three-story structure with a pitched roof, sheer enough to edge off the heavy winter
snow.   The first floor had a large lounge with “the customary mountain fireplace.”  The second
floor had a big lounge, convertible to a dining room, with a kitchen in the back that was “large
enough to cook food for all the regiments of mountain men who work up appetites on the cross-
country loop and the jumping hills.” The third floor had a sleeping lounge for 200 men,
according to the Seattle Times of October 11 & 15, 1931.
The Seattle Times printed a picture of Major and Mrs. Sitts at the Seattle Ski Club, which
was then only open to service men.  Major Sitts was in charge of  the U.S. Army Recreation
Camp at Jefferson Park, which had 160 sets of equipment “and toggery” that had been donated
by Seattleites for use by service men and women.  Each weekend, the equipment was used by
large groups who wanted to go skiing.  Service members were conveyed to the Snoqualmie Pass
on Army trucks.
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                                   Seattle Times, April 2, 1944 (page 31)
The American Ski Annual, 1944, reported that the last event the ski season of 1944, was a
benefit for the athletic fund of the U.S. Army Recreation Camp at Jefferson Park in Seattle,
hosted by the Seattle and Sahalie Ski Clubs.  Recreational skiing had been confined to Stevens
Pass, Snoqualmie Pass and Mt. Spokane during the war.  Mt. Baker and Paradise were closed for
the war, Sahalie’s Lodge on Snoqualmie Pass burned down, and the roof of the Cascade Ski Club
Lodge at Mt. Hood collapsed under heavy snow.  Much valuable equipment was lost in both
locations, but no one was hurt.  Servicemen were able to ski as the military took over several
hills on weekends.  
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Large numbers of Servicemen in the Northwest took advantage of opportunities to ski
offered by various groups, and each week-end saw the military practically take over some
of the better known hills.  Regular U.S.O. parties ran from Tacoma to Mount Rainier on
both Saturdays and Sundays, and the U.S. Army Recreational Camp scheduled regular
runs to Snoqualmie.  At least two clubs, Penguins of Seattle and the Tacoma S.C. staged
drives to donate to Service organizations, and several hundred dollars’ worth of usable ski
togs and accessories were gathered up by them.
Major Sitts, who had been responsible for organizing the military’s activities at the Army
Recreation Camp at Jefferson Park in Seattle, was reassigned to an Army camp in California later
in April 1944.  Sitts had built the Jefferson Park facility “into the largest of its kind operated by
the Army.”54  
In August 1944, the Seattle Ski Club met to plan for the ski season of 1945.  “As was
done last year, the club again will cooperate to the fullest extent with the Army.”
The military also competed in other events and elsewhere as well.  In January 1943, a
“ten-round smoker” or boxing tournament was held at the Sand Point Gymnasium, where
Seattle’s two major teams representing the Sand Point Naval Air Station and the Pier 41 Naval
Station faced off against each other.  In March 1945, “the Coast Guard made a virtual sweep” at a
Service Skiing Tournament held on Stevens Pass.  Coast Guard skiers won the Men’s Open
Slalom, followed by racers from the Merchant Marine, Navy, Coast Guard, and the Navy.   The
Coast Guard won first and second in the Men’s Novice Slalom, followed by three Navy skiers. 
The Coast Guard also took first and third in the Women’s Open Slalom, and the won the top five
places in the Women’s Novice Slalom.55  
The German instrument of surrender ending W.W. II in Europe was signed on May 7,
1945, and ratified on May 8 in Berlin.  The date is known as Victory in Europe Day.   Atomic
bombs were dropped on Japan on August 5, 1945, and Japan surrendered to the United States on
September 2, 1945. 
The end of the war came too late for one ski hero. In March 1945, North American
champion jumper, the “human airplane,” Torger Tokle, was killed in action in Italy fighting with
the 10th Mountain Division.  He came to America from Norway in 1939, and won 36 of 41
jumping events, setting records at five courses.  He joined the Army in October 1942, and
became a U.S. citizen in April 1943.  A comrade reported that “he died hero’s death...fighting
54  “Skiing in Western Washington - 1944,” American Ski Annual, http://hyak.net/lost/skiing_1944.html;
“Sitts Ordered to Camp Hahn,” Seattle Times, April 12, 1944 (page 5).
55   “Seattle Ski Club to Meet Thursday,” Seattle Times, August 13, 1944 (page 18); “Two Naval Stations
To Settle Ring Feud, Seattle Times, January 10, 1943 (page 8); “Coast Guard Skiers Sweep,” Seattle Times, March
5, 1944 (page 11).
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while disregarding all danger....Tokle was a ferocious and determined fighter.  He never once
relaxed in the fight against the Nazis.”  In August 1945, the 1944 Citation for Sportsmanship was
awarded posthumously to Sgt. Torger Tokle, “the champion ski-jumper who was killed in action
last spring.”  Tokle competed a number of times in the Northwest, and in 1941, Tokle had a jump
of 288 feet at the Milwaukee Ski Bowl, setting a new North American record.56
56  “Torger Tokle Killed in Italy,”  Seattle Times, March 17, 1945 (page 5); “ Tokle Dies Hero’s Death,
Says Comrade,” Seattle Times, May 21, 1945 (page 13); “Tokle Given Sports Award,”  Seattle Times, August 7,
1945 (page 14); “ Strolling Around the Town,” Seattle Times, September 16, 1945 (page 18)..
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IV.  YOUTUBE FILM CLIPS RE THE 10TH MOUNTAIN DIVISION
ARMY MOUNTAIN TROOP TRAINING FILMS - 1941
Army Training Films
Skis, Boots and Bindings 1941 (initial segment of training film for Army Mountain Troops-
choosing skis - Alan Ladd is one of the soldiers)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HbxGkikglc8
Beginners Ski Tips 1941 (2nd segment of training film for Army Mountain Troops - first time on
mountain)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8C5x3iiQnQY
Basic Mountain Skiing 1941 (middle segment of training film for Army Mountain Troops)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SIRTPw-E8_k
Advanced Mountain Skiing 1941 (last segment of training film for Army Mountain Troops - on
the mountain)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cSA5b1s8ZRM
Cross Country Skiing Training: part 1 - 2, US Army XC skiing, 1942 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=perQpwimttg
Cross Country Skiing Training part 2-2, US Army XC skiing, 1942
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VkTnXSuTC_Q
Ski Safety - US Army Ski Patrol Skiing video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qviFzh3p_Ms
Ski Safety: First Aid and Emergency Repair of Equipment, part 2-3, 1942.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3dW9K6Ruy_Q
US Army Training Films
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-tj2eE65yS4&list=PL0C7C6CCF1C0DEBB3
10th Mountain Division Memorial Trail
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LQaTipnokn0
Ski Equipment and Precooked Food Items Carried by Each Ski Trooper
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wt-JnjlXo90
A Ski Trooper Places Skiing Equipment in a Rucksack
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rD2-8S8Jwrg
A Training Film Displays Winter Clothing Equipment
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7tAMpGO61V8
Ski Equipment Carried by Each Ski Trooper is Displayed on a Table
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wjI81p92Gg
A Ski Trooper Wears A Rucksack and Adjusts its Straps
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OIrNMnz6R7I
Ski Troopers Carry Rucksacks, Apply Sun burn Lotion & Leave Equipment Room
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nOHBYPt-3n0
History of the 10th Mountain
10th Mountain Division at Mt. Rainier, NPS film
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=22A1qvWhLDs
Soldiers on Skis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7kLF6zKaQzs
Tenth Mountain Division Climb to Glory Film
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I0RGVsciN5k
Weaponology - US Mountain Division of WW II
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zpmAHTlovdU
10th Mountain Division of WW II and the Ski Industry
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q_4CkviXPX8
Tenth Mountain Division Camp Hale 1942
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n5Mxz2i5GP8
10th Mountain Division Oral Histories
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oMS_lkM3JDA
10th Mountain Division, Behind the Scenes of Flow State (Warren Miller)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9oQIjXAZoSc
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